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Abstract: The coupling between light and collective oscillations of free carriers at metallic surfaces and nanostructures
is at the origin of one of the main fields of nanophotonics:
plasmonics. The potential applications offered by plasmonics range from biosensing to solar cell technologies
and from nonlinear optics at the nanoscale to light harvesting and extraction in nanophotonic devices. Heavily
doped semiconductors are particularly appealing for the
infrared spectral window due to their compatibility with
microelectronic technologies, which paves the way toward
their integration in low-cost, mass-fabricated devices. In
addition, their plasma frequency can be tuned chemically,
optically, or electrically over a broad spectral range. This
review covers the optical properties of the heavily doped
conventional semiconductors such as Ge, Si, or III–V alloys
and how they can be successfully employed in plasmonics.
The modeling of their specific optical properties and the
technological processes to realize nanoantennas, slits, or
metasurfaces are presented. We also provide an overview
of the applications of this young field of research, mainly
focusing on biosensing and active devices, among the most
recent developments in semiconductor plasmonics. Finally,
an outlook of further research directions and the potential
technological transfer is presented.
Keywords: plasmonics; heavily doped semiconductors;
infrared spectroscopy; nanoantennas; biosensing; active
plasmonics.

1 Introduction
The subwavelength control of electromagnetic waves
is one of the main challenges of modern science and
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technology. This requires sculpting the matter at the
nanoscale and finding materials with the required optical
properties. Metals are a particularly exciting material for
optics. Indeed, metal surfaces and nanostructures sustain
peculiar quasi-particles, the surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs), which are the result of the coupling between light
and collective oscillations of free carriers. SPPs are among
the building blocks of one of the main fields of nanophotonics: plasmonics. Plasmonic applications benefit from
the extreme field confinement and enhancement that
is associated with resonant charge oscillations and the
development of this exciting field has relied mainly on Au
so far. However, although Au has represented an excellent platform for the design and exploitation of plasmonic
devices in the visible and near-infrared (IR) range of the
spectrum, the recent extension of plasmonics to new spectral ranges has fostered the search for novel plasmonic
materials with improved crystalline quality, integrability,
tunability, and possibly lower losses [1].
The relevance of the spectral range spanning the terahertz (THz) [2] and mid-IR [3] frequencies is related to a
broad range of potential applications such as high-speed
wireless communication (from 0.1 to 10 THz) [4], medical
sciences, chemical and biological sensing [5], homeland
security, imaging [6–8], nondestructive evaluation [9], and
quality control of food and agricultural products, among
others. In particular, biosensing applications represent a
crucial goal for IR plasmonics as, in this spectral range,
molecular and macromolecular vibrations occur, with THz
frequencies allowing one to access the overall molecular
conformation and mid-IR frequencies addressing the socalled “molecular fingerprint”, which is associated with
the resonant excitation of individual bond vibrations.
In this framework, heavily doped semiconductors represent a promising alternative to metals, as their plasma
frequency (i.e. the frequency marking the onset of “metallic” behavior) can be controlled by doping and/or carrier
injection to cover the IR region; therefore, they represent a
class of tunable, high-quality materials for plasmonics. In
addition, crystalline group-IV and III–V materials benefit
from fabrication technologies that have been developed
over the last 50 years by the microelectronics industry,
which paves the way toward their integration in low-cost,
mass-fabricated devices.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
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In this review, we do not address the case of plasmonics
in noncrystalline materials, 2D materials, and nanocrystals, which are still relatively far from the possibility of
integration on devices in the context of mass production.
We invite the readers to refer to the excellent available literature if they are interested in the plasmonic properties of
2D semiconductors [10], graphene [11–19], semiconductor
nanowires [20], and semiconductor nanocrystals [21–23].
The specific case of phonon-polaritons, which allow for
a plasmon-like behavior in the mid-IR, will also not be
thoroughly discussed because they intrinsically lack tunability, even if they present certain advantages, notably
the low internal losses [24–27]. We will focus instead on
the optical properties of the heavily doped conventional
semiconductors such as Ge, Si, or III–V alloys because of
the already established crucial role that they play in integrated optical devices and then discuss how they can be
successfully employed in plasmonics and integrated on a
Si platform [28].
The review is organized into three main parts. Section
2 addresses the fundamental building blocks to develop
semiconductor plasmonics, the growth techniques, and
the technological processes. Section 3 is dedicated to
the optical properties of semiconductor nanoantennas.
The modeling of their specific optical properties and
how to characterize bulk material and nanoantennas
are presented. Particular attention is paid to the analysis
of losses, and in this context, we will argue that it is not
always easy to make a fair comparison between heavily
doped semiconductors and standard metals, as many different factors need to be considered. In the last section,
we provide an overview of the applications of this fledgling field of research, mainly focusing on biosensing and
active devices, among the most recent developments in
semiconductor plasmonics. The exploitation of the specific structural and optical properties offers the possibility to address recent fields of research such as nonlinear
optical conversion, hyperbolic media, perfect absorbers,
and intersubband plasmons, among others. Finally, an
outlook of further research directions and the potential
technological transfer is presented.
Throughout the manuscript, we will make often use
of wavelengths to define a specific range in the electromagnetic spectrum as common within the nano-optics
and plasmonics community. However, the reader should
be aware that, in the framework of IR spectroscopies,
frequencies or wavenumbers are often preferred to wavelengths, with e.g. 1 THz corresponding to about 300 µm or
33 cm−1 and 30 THz to about 10 µm or 1000 cm−1.
During the preparation of the review, we obviously
had to make our own choices about the topics that should

be included in it. This reflects, of course, the natural inclination and the background knowledge of the authors and
inevitably makes the work partial. However, we hope that
it can still represent a valuable source to foster novel ideas,
new collaborations, and perspective technological transfers in the emerging field of semiconductor plasmonics.

2 H
 eavily doped semiconductors:
growth, doping, and
nanofabrication
The main evolutionary steps of humankind have been
accompanied by the development and control of new
materials. If with the Bronze Age, 5000 years ago, men
made a significant step forward and learned how to build
advanced tools, microelectronics was one of the greatest
advances of the last century. The mastery of Si purification
and growth techniques led in 1954 to the demonstration
of the first Si transistor, paving the way for all the recent
developments in semiconductor technology. Profiting
from these advances, III–V semiconductor substrates of
high crystalline quality and large size were also developed, featuring a low density of point defects and highly
monitored doping levels, which is a prerequisite for any
high-performance device.
An even higher degree of material control and new
growth techniques were required to efficiently exploit
quantum effects in electronic and optoelectronic devices,
such as high electron mobility transistors [29], quantum
cascade lasers [30], and superlattice detectors [31]. To
this aim, novel epitaxy techniques were developed to
grow single-crystal layers on single-crystal substrates.
The most convenient ones for mass production are the
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques [32], first
developed in the 1960s for Si [33], which are based on the
pyrolysis reaction of chemical precursors at the substrate
surface. In standard CVD techniques, the precursors are
in the gaseous phase and the thermal energy required for
the pyrolysis reaction is provided by the substrate temperature, which therefore controls both the growth speed
(through thermal-assisted precursor dissociation) and
the quality of the growth process (through temperaturedependent surface diffusion coefficients). Group IV materials and their alloys can typically be grown by standard
CVD techniques. In this respect, however, low-energy
plasma-enhanced CVD (LEPECVD) has emerged over the
last two decades as a variant in which a low-energy plasma
adds a further degree of freedom to the growth process,
allowing one to independently control the dissociation
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of the precursor and to perform the growth at lower temperatures [34, 35]. LEPECVD techniques provide high-rate,
high-quality epitaxial growth of group IV materials that is
especially crucial in mid-IR plasmonics, where the typical
required thicknesses for antennas and devices are of the
order of 100s of nanometers. Finally, the CVD growth of
III–V and II–VI alloys typically employs metal-organic
liquid precursors that are brought into the gas phase by
bubbling a carrier gas that transports the precursor vapor
into the reactor chamber. This metal-organic CVD is also
often referred to as vapor phase epitaxy (VPE).
Another important growth technique for semiconductors, which is, however, mainly employed in laboratory research because it typically requires ultrahigh
vacuum conditions, is molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [36,
37]. Unlike CVD and VPE, the target materials in an MBE
reactor are heated, sublimated, and physically deposited
as molecular or atomic beams directly onto the sample
surface with no chemical dissociation of precursors.
This is why MBE achieves a high degree of purity and is
a particularly well-adapted growth technique to precisely
control the thickness and composition of the epitaxial
films.
The advances brought by all these techniques have
led to the realization of extremely complex devices [29–
31], notably in terms of low-loss materials even with high
doping levels and with a thickness control down to the
single atomic layer (which is often needed, for example,
for quantum cascade lasers, distributed Bragg reflectors,
or multiple quantum well structures).
The same issues of material quality, thickness control,
and doping levels are also addressed, although with
application-specific requirements, in semiconductor plasmonics. The precise control of the film thickness does not
represent a limiting factor here, because, as discussed
before, the typical thickness of a standard heavily doped
antenna is 100 of nanometers and the associated operating
wavelengths are on the micrometer scale. In this respect,
the most demanding proposals in the literature are probably those related to semiconductor hyperbolic metamaterials [38, 39], for which, however, an accuracy at the
nanometer level is enough and can be obtained with standard epitaxy techniques. The achievement of a high doping
level, in contrast, is crucial to operate semiconductor plasmonic devices over the whole mid-IR spectral range, which
requires carrier densities in the 1020 cm−3 range. From this
point of view, two different issues are faced when growing
the active semiconductor layer, as one must be able to both
incorporate a large density of dopants and fully activate
them to render the free carrier density as close as possible
to the dopant density. In CVD- and MBE-related techniques,
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besides the flux of the dopants, the substrate temperature
and the growth rate are crucial parameters that can be controlled to tune the dopant incorporation rate also to above
the solubility limit by working off equilibrium. However,
despite the achieved incorporation, only the dopants that
are placed in substitutional positions inside the crystal can
actively contribute to the carrier density, whereas interstitial collocations usually prevent the dopants from being
ionized. Also, nonsubstitutional dopants tend to cluster,
which is, for example, a common occurrence in close proximity of dislocations and crystal defects in general, an event
that further inhibits their activation. For these reasons, it is
a common occurrence that, in the as-grown materials with
dopant incorporations in the 1020 cm−3 range, the density
of dopant atoms (as measured, for example, by means of
secondary ion mass spectrometry) is larger than the active
carrier density (which can be extracted from Hall-bar
measurements or by means of IR spectroscopy). Typically,
postgrowth annealing procedures are therefore applied to
favor the establishment of a more ordered lattice with low
losses and achieve a higher activation for the dopants.
This is, of course, a critical step during which the dopant
density might even decrease due to desorption and therefore requires careful optimization. Rapid thermal annealing, flash-lamp annealing, and laser annealing techniques
have all been successfully exploited to this aim [40–43]. It
should also be mentioned here that the use of surfactants
in the growth chamber has also been proposed as a means
to achieve high-quality structural and electronic properties
[44–46].
When targeting extremely high doping levels for
mid-IR plasmonics, many different effects that will limit
the ultimate plasma frequency need to be taken into
account. First of all, the nonparabolicity of the conduction band comes into play for very high carrier densities
[47–50]. This results in an increased effective mass for the
conduction population and, accordingly, in a reduced
plasma frequency for a given carrier concentration. Also,
when the growth occurs close to thermodynamic equilibrium, the density of the incorporated dopant atoms
is limited by their solubility in the host semiconductor
matrix. For example, depending on the temperature,
typical solubility limits are reported between 1019 and
1021 cm−3 for P atoms in Si and Ge [51, 52] and between
1018 and 1020 cm−3 for Si in GaAs [53], with an increasing
solubility for increasing temperature. However, it should
be noted here that incorporation levels above the thermodynamic solubility limit can be reached since, as already
mentioned, the growth often proceeds outside the conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium. Besides the achievement of a high dopant incorporation in the semiconductor,
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a relevant issue is that the associated defect must be
ionized, which requires that its transition energy level is
not too deep and that no other competing and nonionizable defects are formed [54]. For Ge doping, for example,
a reduced fraction of activated (i.e. ionized) dopants can
be related to the presence of negatively charged vacancies that pair with the dopant atoms. Their concentration
increases with the electron density due to a lower formation energy when the Fermi level moves closer into the
conduction band [55]. In III–V compound semiconductors,
in contrast, a dominant limiting effect is the one related to
the amphoteric nature of dopants, i.e. to the dependence
of their donor/acceptor behavior on the substitutional
site. As the n-type doping level increases, the Fermi level
moves into the conduction band and the formation of the
amphoteric defect is reduced, leading to the so-called
autocompensation [56]. Moreover, a detailed analysis of
the doping levels under high incorporation conditions
must take into account other effects, such as those related
to lattice deformations (and associated shifts of the band
structure), whose origin can be linked either with hydrostatic effects due to the different atomic radii or with
electronic-induced deformations in which the increased
charge population modifies the bond lengths [47, 48, 57].
It has also been suggested that, by proper engineering of
the dopant-related distortions, one might achieve strainenhanced doping in semiconductors [58]. Finally, a high
doping level can determine a tail in the conduction band
and the formation of an impurity band within the gap,
which can have a relevant impact on the distribution of
the carriers and on their effective mass.
The growth of the semiconductor film is followed by
the nanofabrication of antennas, slits, and metasurfaces.
In the field of semiconductor technologies, this is traditionally obtained with electron-beam lithography (EBL)
[59–61] or optical lithography [62–65] techniques, that
is, by exposing a polymer resist spun onto the wafer to a
focused beam of photons [with wavelengths in the ultraviolet (UV) part of the electromagnetic spectrum] or of electrons (with typical energies in the 30–100 keV range). This
is followed by the development of the imprinted resist by
means of wet chemistry. As all the techniques described
so far for the growth of high-quality doped semiconductor films imply epitaxy, the growth needs to be performed
directly onto clean single-crystal substrates. Although
localized growth exists [66], this limits the possibility of
employing lift-off processes for the definition of the nanostructures, which is one of the most common routes in
metal-based plasmonics. Instead, based on the type of
material to be eroded, either wet etching or reactive ion
etching techniques are used, the latter being a standard

dry etching procedure in foundry processes where a reactive plasma creates high-energy ions that erode the semiconductor. Eventually, the resist mask layer is also
removed with another wet etching step. EBL, being based
on the scanning of a focused electron beam, is costly
and time-consuming; however, it allows for the definition of patterns down to the nanometer scale. UV optical
lithography, in contrast, suffers from a diffraction-limited
resolution (depending on the wavelength employed) but
requires only one time-consuming step for the preparation of the mask, which can then be used for mass production employing a large-area and low-cost exposure
process. Although, for visible and near-IR plasmonics,
optical lithographies are not an option due to their poor
resolution, they become an available alternative to EBL
for many semiconductor mid-IR devices that often do not
require a spatial definition much below 50–100 nm.
Besides EBL and optical lithography, other nanofabrication techniques have been used in the literature,
although less extensively, for the fabrication of plasmonic
semiconductor nanostructures. Focused ion beam (FIB)
techniques have been largely employed for Au-based plasmonics, especially with single-crystal films [67], and are
based on the localized erosion of the sample atoms by a
focused beam of accelerated ions (typically Ga ions). In the
field of semiconductor mid-IR plasmonics, FIB milling was,
for example, applied for the realization of Ge bow-tie antennas [68]. Also, a low-cost alternative to standard lithography techniques is represented by the so-called nanosphere
lithography, in which a closely packed monolayer of
polymer nanospheres is deposited onto the sample surface
and acts as the mask for deposition and/or etching. Nanosphere lithography was, for example, employed to create a
high-density array of InAs nanopillars for sensing applications [69]. Finally, it should be noted that there has been
some interest in using direct ion implantation of dopants
to define specific geometries by creating lateral patterning
of mid-IR semiconductor surfaces [70, 71]. A representative
image gallery, featuring several antenna geometries realized with different materials and different fabrication techniques, is presented in Figure 1.

3 O
 ptical properties of
semiconductor nanoantennas:
modeling and experiments
In this section, we will review the basic understanding
and modeling of the optical response of heavily doped
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Figure 1: Nanofabrication of semiconductor plasmonic antennas.
(A) InAsSb gratings fabricated by optical lithography (courtesy from F. Barho), (B) Ge gap antenna fabricated by EBL [60], (C) InAs islands
fabricated by nanosphere lithography [69], and (D) Ge bow-tie antenna fabricated by FIB milling [68]. All scale bars are 500 nm (C),
reprinted from [69] with permission, Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

semiconductors together with the techniques available for
their characterization. We will focus on both bulk materials/thin films and nanostructured systems. A special
attention will be paid to the crucial issue of losses that
hamper the plasmonic response.

3.1 O
 ptical response of doped
semiconductors

εLorentz ( ω) = 1 +

The response of a doped semiconductor to IR radiation
can be modeled with a simplified approach that takes
three main ingredients into account: (i) the presence of the
plasma of electrons in the conduction band as determined
mainly by the doping level; (ii) the material absorption
related, for example, to the excitation of optical phonons
or to interband transitions; and (iii) the presence of a dielectric background of polarization that is generated by the
tails of all the high-frequency excitations in the material.
Let us now consider the three contributions separately.
The conduction electrons can be to a first approximation modeled as a Drude plasma, with an associated
dielectric constant that takes the restoring force exerted
by the nuclei into account:
εDrude ( ω) = 1 −

ω2p

ω2 + i γω

where γ is the damping constant associated with the conduction electron oscillations and ωp is the plasma frequency, i.e. the frequency for which, in the limit of low
damping, εDrude ( ω) ≅ 0.
The presence of absorption lines can be described
with a set of Lorentz oscillators, whose dielectric function
takes the form:

,

 2p
ω


( ω02 − ω2 ) − i γω

,

 p and γ are the parameters associated with the
where ω
strength and damping of the oscillator, respectively,
whereas ω0 is the resonance frequency. In mid-IR, such
absorption processes are often related to optical phonons,
whose creation is allowed by dipolar selection rules only in
polar semiconductors such as III–V and II–VI compounds.
In these materials, the energy of the absorption phonon
bands limits therefore the IR transparency window of the
intrinsic material and the associated losses are detrimental for plasmonic applications as well. In elemental group
IV semiconductors such as Si and Ge, in contrast, such
phonon transitions are forbidden in the dipolar approximation. However, local crystal defects (impurities, vacancies, dislocations, etc.) can weaken the selection rules and
make such phonon excitations partially allowed. This is the
main reason, for example, for the nonnegligible absorption
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of standard Si wafers above a wavelength of about 9 µm,
a spectral region for which Ge and GeSn alloys represent
instead a valid alternative [3]. Another relevant absorption
channel, which is specific to p-doped semiconductors in
the IR, is represented by interband transitions between the
different valence bands around the Γ point of the Brillouin
zone. Such transitions are not fully inhibited by the dipolar
selection rules because of the mixed sp character of the
valence bands away from Γ. In Ge, for example, the transitions from the split-off band to the heavy- or light-hole
bands prevent the use of p-doped materials for IR plasmonics due to the large losses [35].
It should also be noted here, while still discussing
interband transitions, that the promotion of electrons
from the valence band to the conduction band through
the optical gap of the crystal, mediated by the absorption of higher-energy photons in the visible or near-IR
spectral range, does not significantly impact the losses
in the mid-IR range. However, all the high-energy transitions contribute a polarization background that adds up
to the real part of the dielectric function in the form of
a constant offset. Putting all the contributions together,
the complete model for the Drude-Lorentz dielectric
function of a heavily doped semiconductor therefore
reads:
ε( ω) = ε∞ −

ω2p

ω2 + i γω

+∑
i

 2p,i
ω

2
( ω0,
− ω2 ) − i γ i ω
i

,

where ε∞ is a real positive number and the sum runs over
all the oscillators required for a comprehensive description of the transition losses in each specific material.
To a first approximation, if the heavily doped semiconductor is employed in a spectral region far away
from allowed optical transitions (interband absorption or optical phonons), the Lorentz summation can be
neglected and the material response can be described
with the Drude term and the ε∞ offset only:
ε( ω) ≅ ε∞ −

ω2p

ω2 + i γω

.

Although this represents already a good description of
the plasma and is indeed successfully used in most fitting
procedures to describe the IR response of heavily doped
semiconductors [13, 40, 62, 63, 72, 73], it should be noted
here that it also relies on the assumption that the electron
losses (i.e. the damping parameter γ) are not dependent
on frequency, which is generally not true. A more sophisticated approach relies on the use of Kramers-Kronig relations to describe a modified Drude-like response in which

the electron scattering rate is indeed frequency dependent. In the case of heavily doped Ge, for example, it has
been demonstrated experimentally that the frequency
dependence is dominated by the scattering of the conduction electrons with optical phonons and charged impurities and increases almost linearly with frequency [35].
By inspecting the last equation, it is also apparent that the condition Re[ε(ω)] = 0 here is not met at the
plasma frequency ωp but rather for a so-called “screened”
plasma frequency that we define as
ω∗ =

ω2p
ε∞

− γ2 .

Finally, it should be noted that the fact that the
screened plasma frequency of n-type semiconductors is
located far below the energy onset of interband transitions between the valence and conduction bands creates
the conditions for the straightforward exploitation of epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) phenomena, as the spectral region in
which Re[ε(ω)] ≅ 0 is fully accessible [74–76]. This marks a
significant difference with the standard plasmonic behavior of metals in the visible spectral region, to which we
are mostly accustomed. In that case, the high density of
free carriers places the plasma frequency in the UV spectral region, whose access in plasmonics is, however, hindered by the strong interband absorption. Therefore, an
ENZ behavior can be achieved with metal plasmonics only
by resorting to metamaterials that act as tunable effective
media [77–79], whereas heavily doped semiconductors
intrinsically provide the users with this opportunity.

3.2 Losses in plasmonic material
When it comes to specific practical applications, plasmonic materials are usually employed to engineer nanophotonic platforms that sustain propagating SPPs and/
or localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonances [80–83].
SPPs are transverse-magnetic surface modes that exist at
the interface between a metal and a dielectric material.
They possess a complex wavevector parallel to the interface (describing a damped wave-like propagation) and
an imaginary wavevector perpendicular to the interface
(associated with an evanescent tail whose confinement
is largely explored for sensing). Localized resonances,
in contrast, occur in bounded metal nanostructures surrounded by dielectric materials or in their reciprocal
counterparts (a dielectric hole in a metal surrounding).
Their characteristic feature is a very strong dependence
of the resonance frequency on their shape and on the
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refractive index of the dielectric material (also exploited
for sensing).
In the comparison between metals and heavily doped
semiconductors for mid-IR plasmonics, one of the most
relevant and debated issues pertains to the losses [1]. It is
now established that the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant, to which losses are somehow related, cannot
be taken as a simple direct indication for the quality of
the associated localized plasmon resonances. Indeed, it
can be demonstrated that a proper figure of merit (FOM)
for such resonances is provided by the quantity ωp/γ [84],
implying that, for a given damping parameter γ, a higher
plasma frequency ωp is also beneficial in terms of losses.
Indeed, for a fixed working frequency, a higher plasma
frequency implies a larger absolute value of the negative
real part of the dielectric constant, which is the essence
of what we call a good conductor. For this reason, the
quality factors of localized plasmon resonances in the
mid-IR tend to be larger for metals than for heavily doped
semiconductors. Other FOMs have been discussed in the
literature, depending on the targeted quantity that one
needs to optimize, for example, looking at the local field
enhancement or at the extinction [85–88]. In general,
losses in plasmonic materials are also inherently related
to their ability to achieve subdiffraction field confinement
[89]. This trade-off between the quality of the plasmonic
oscillations and the associated field confinement is well
captured by a recent analysis framework introduced by
Dastmalchi et al., which employs SPPs as a benchmark
[90]. In their approach, the dielectric constant of a conducting material is plot onto a 2D graph where the two
coordinate axes are two FOMs related to SPPs. The first
one describes their propagation length (and therefore
the related losses), which is inversely proportional to the
imaginary part of the in-plane wavevector, whereas the
second one assesses the field confinement by measuring
the spatial decay constant of the evanescent tail toward
the vacuum, which is proportional to the imaginary part
of the out-of-plane wavevector. Figure 2 demonstrates the
behavior of a prototypical heavily doped semiconductor compared to that of Au in the mid-IR. The trade-off
between losses (favoring Au) and confinement (favoring
the semiconductor) is clear. Indeed, recent theoretical and
simulation analyses comparing semiconductor plasmonics to Au in the mid-IR concluded that the enhancement
achieved by the two platforms is within the same order of
magnitude [84, 91]. This, together with other properties
of semiconductors such as the high material quality, the
possibility of tuning the optical response through doping
or electrical/optical excitation, and the compatibility
with standard foundry processes, makes the perspective
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102
SPP propagation
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the mid-IR plasmonic properties of Au and a
typical heavily doped Ge material characterized by a n-type doping
density of about 8.8 × 1019 cm−3 and a screened plasma frequency
corresponding to about 5.6 µm wavelength.
The experimental dielectric functions are employed to represent the
material response as a function of an FOM for the SPP propagation
length and one for the SPP confinement. Adapted from [91] with
permission.

integration of semiconductor plasmonic sensing devices
a unique possibility that cannot be easily achieved with
standard metals that are not CMOS compatible.

3.3 O
 ptical characterization of doped
semiconductors
From an experimental point of view, the characterization
of the dielectric function of heavily doped semiconductors
in the IR generally relies on the acquisition of transmission/reflection spectra with a Fourier transform IR (FTIR)
spectrometer. An FTIR system is based on a Michelson
interferometer and a thermal source, which together allow
measuring the spectral response of a sample by Fourier
transforming the acquired interferogram as a function
of the phase delay between the two paths in the interferometer. A typical reflection spectrum, as sketched in
Figure 3A, shows four prominent features: (i) a very high
(almost 100%) reflectivity well below the plasma frequency, where the system behaves as a good conductor;
(ii) a rather sharp drop in reflectivity around the plasma
frequency, which marks the transition from conducting
to dielectric (insulating) behavior; (iii) a minimum in
the reflectivity when the real part of the dielectric constant equals 1 and is therefore index matched to vacuum
(ideally implying zero reflectivity); and (iv) a set of fringes
at higher frequencies due to Fabry-Pérot etaloning inside
the semitransparent semiconductor film because of the
refractive index contrast with the underlying substrate.
In Figure 3B, we also show different simulated reflection
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Figure 3: Infrared characterization of doped semiconductor films.
(A) Simulation of a typical reflectance spectrum of a thick layer of
heavily doped semiconductor. Four distinct regimes are apparent:
(i) good conductor, (ii) plasma edge, (iii) index matching with
almost-zero reflectivity, and (iv) dielectric behavior. (B) Impact of
the plasma and scattering frequencies on the simulated reflectance
spectra. (C) Reflectance dispersion for TM excitation of a λ/50 thin
film of heavily doped InAsSb. Adapted from [92] with permission,
Copyright 2014 The Optical Society.

spectra for different values of the scattering frequency γ
and the screened plasma frequency ω*. It is apparent how
increasing the scattering frequency leads to a broader
and smoother transition at the plasma edge (compare
solid black and solid gray lines), whereas increasing the
screened plasma frequency translates the plasma edge
(compare solid and dashed lines).
In practice, the experimental spectra can be fitted
numerically with a Drude-Lorentz model to extract all the
relevant parameters for the dielectric function of the material. It should be stressed here, however, that the parameter values entering the mid-IR Drude-Lorentz model of
a specific heavily doped material are not unambiguously
defined by such a fitting procedure. Indeed, the value of ε∞
changes accordingly to the number of high-energy oscillators that are explicitly included in the Lorentz summation.
Although this has no relevant consequences for the quantitative estimate of ε(ω), it should be taken into account
when, for example, the value of ε∞ is employed to evaluate
the doping density from the value of the screened plasma
frequency ω*. From this point of view, the plasma frequency ωp is a much more robust fitting parameter in the
Drude-Lorentz model and should be preferred when an
estimation of the density of activated dopants is needed.
As an alternative, as discussed before, Kramers-Kronig
relations can be applied to the analysis, which requires,
however, the availability of reflection/transmission data
for all frequencies and therefore the use of a broadband
spectrometer covering the whole spectral region from the
THz to the visible range. In this way, the dielectric constant can be calculated without any a priori assumption
or modeling [35].
Finally, special care is required when the thickness of
the investigated doped layer is much lower than the skin
depth for the penetration of the radiation inside the semiconductor material [93]. In this case, indeed, the film is
partly transparent and 100% reflectivity is not achieved
below the plasma frequency, rendering the fitting procedure more involved. An alternative characterization procedure is available for thin films when the primary goal is
to determine the value of the screened plasma frequency
without full knowledge of the frequency-dependent
dielectric constant. In this case, collecting reflectance
spectra under p-polarized light with a large incidence
angle allows accessing the so-called Brewster mode [94,
95], which can be observed even for very thin doped layers
(down to below 100 nm). This leaky mode directly couples
to light and is enhanced near the screened plasma frequency thanks to the permittivity discontinuity leading
to an electric field enhancement inside the doped layer.
The consequence is the observation of a narrow dip in
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the reflectance spectra near the plasma frequency, which
clearly marks the plasma edge in the spectra with a high
level of accuracy. This mode, predicted by Ferrell [96],
was first observed by Steinmann [97] and McAlister and
Stern [98] in an Ag foil and a similar mode was observed
by Berreman [99] for polar materials. Its spectral signature
is enhanced thanks to the cancellation of the permittivity (“ENZ” phenomena) near the frequency of the longitudinal mode of a polariton. This is why this mode is also
termed “radiative ENZ mode” in the literature [100]. In
Figure 3C, we plot a representative map with reflectance
spectra as a function of the angular coupling for the TM
excitation of heavily doped thin films, with thickness of
the order of λ/50, clearly demonstrating the reflectance
dip related to the excitation of the Brewster mode [92].
Ellipsometry can be also a powerful tool to characterize bulk material properties and access the real and
imaginary parts of the permittivity. It consists of oblique
incident excitation light whose polarization is controlled
by a polarizer. The reflection at the sample surface modifies the polarization of the excitation light that is then
analyzed by a second polarizer. However, this technique
is not widely used in the mid-IR because, besides the complicated fitting procedure for the extraction of optical data
for multilayered structures, it involves a relatively complex
experimental setup for these wavelengths.

3.4 S
 PPs and plasmonic antennas
As already discussed in Section 1, one of the main driving
forces for the development of plasmonic platforms in
the IR spectral region is to achieve enhanced vibrational
sensing and spectroscopy of molecules. This marks
somehow a difference with standard surface plasmon
sensing in the visible, which is typically a refractometric scheme that detects resonance shifts (either of SPPs
or of localized plasmon resonances) as a consequence of
changes in the dielectric environment. On the contrary, as
the IR region is characterized by strong molecular resonances, plasmonic sensing here exploits the rich phenomenology of coupling between interacting resonators (the
molecule on the one hand and the resonant plasma oscillations on the other hand). Perhaps for this reason, the
most natural approach to surface-enhanced IR sensing
so far has been the realization of nanoantennas, slits, or
arrays (gratings) rather than the exploitation of propagating SPPs. Also, this is likely motivated by the fact that the
first steps of mid-IR plasmonic sensing have been made
with Au, which, as discussed before, is characterized by
a poor intrinsic ability of field confinement in the mid-IR
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that is detrimental for SPP-based sensing. Possibly, in the
near future, the establishment of semiconductor plasmonics might open new routes for the exploitation of SPPs in
the IR. This would also be a natural extension of the wellestablished methods traditionally employed in mid-IR
surface spectroscopy based on total-internal reflection
schemes.
In the next sections, we will highlight the main features of IR plasmonic devices based on heavily doped
semiconductors. It is not the purpose of this analysis to
cover the rich phenomenology related to SPPs and LSPs,
for which the reader is referred to the many books and
reviews on the topic [80–83, 101]. Rather, we aim at briefly
drawing their main features and specifically stressing the
opportunities provided by semiconductors and their differences in comparison to standard metals.

3.5 M
 odeling of localized plasmon
resonances
The shape of plasmonic nanoparticles drastically affects
their optical properties. If elongated as in Figure 4A, the
nanoparticles, often referred to as nanoantennas, can
sustain at least two resonant modes that can, for example,
be observed in reflectance or transmittance geometry
with an electric field polarization oriented along the short
axis (high-frequency resonance) or the long axis (lowfrequency resonance). Higher-order, coupled, and collective resonances can then be engineered by increasing the
number of nanoparticles and changing their individual
geometry. To describe and understand the physically
meaningful properties of such systems, it is fundamental to be able to model the optical properties of LSP resonances (LSPRs). Models are the building blocks to predict
and design any nanophotonic device [102]. Nevertheless,
they have to consider several features such as a broad
variety of dielectrics and metals, an accurate description
of the geometry scaling from the nanometer to the millimeter range, and field amplitude variations over several
orders of magnitude in addition to possible nonlinearities, magneto-optical effects, and quantum effects. To do
so, it is necessary to solve Maxwell’s equations with the
proper boundary conditions that describe the geometry
of the problem but mostly with an adapted formulation
to the problem to be solved. There are several different
typical problems that are addressed in nanophotonics:
the propagation of light, its localization, and its diffusion (scattering) together with multiscale problems that
include geometry scaling, nonlinear optical processes,
nonlocal effects, quantum effects, and 2D materials (e.g.
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graphene or MoS2). To this aim, we can resort to analytical
methods [103], semianalytical methods [104], or numerical methods with commercial [105, 106] or freeware software [107–109]. All these approaches, and especially the
numerical ones, solve Maxwell’s equations in different
conditions. The numerical solvers operate with either a
differential or an integral formulation of the problem and
either in the time domain or in the frequency domain. The
ease of solving the considered nanophotonic problem will
depend on the choice of the method to solve Maxwell’s
equations.
One of the main points to consider in solving Maxwell’s equations by numerical methods is the discretization [102]. In their differential formulation, discretizing
Maxwell’s equations in space and time using finite differences allows one to solve them in the time domain [finitedifference time-domain method (FDTD)] [110]. However,
to obtain an accurate description of the nanostructure,
the mesh has to be fine enough and this affects the computational time. Moreover, if the coordinate axes are
not parallel to the nanostructure surfaces, aliasing and
staircase effects appear. Figure 4B shows an example of
the discretization by the staircase approximation in the
nanostructure of Figure 4A and the surrounding materials. Expanding the electromagnetic fields as local functions in elements as for the finite element method (FEM)
gives a more faithful representation of the nanostructure
(Figure 4C) and more accurate results in the frequency
domain. However, time-domain description is much more
adapted to study systems with transient field effects or
nonlinear behaviors of the material. To combine the timedependent calculations with a higher accuracy in the
geometrical description, time-domain methods can be
adapted to FEMs, but the global linear system of equations needs to be solved at each time step, which is time
consuming. A more adapted technique is the discontinuous Galerkin time-domain (DGTD) method [111], consisting in ensuring the continuity between adjacent elements

by numerical fluxes rather than by operating on the tangential field components. This relaxation of the continuity conditions reduces the linear system of equations to
a block-diagonal system that is less time consuming to
solve.
The integral formulation, in contrast, has the main
advantage to only deal with the nanostructure and to consider the surrounding materials as homogeneous. These
methods resort to the dyadic Green’s function to seek the
solution and to only discretize the nanostructure [112].
Figure 4D shows the discretization in the volume of the
nanostructure with the discrete dipole approximation
(DDA) [113], a common volume integral method. This
approach can even give an analytical solution in the case
of simple geometries such as a sphere. If the simulated
structure is large compared to the operating wavelength, it
can be useful to work with a surface integral method such
as the surface integral equation (SIE) [114] or the boundary
element method [115]. In this case, instead of dealing with
dipoles everywhere in the nanostructure, only the surface
is modeled (Figure 4E). Notably, surface integral methods
are best suited to describe the nanostructure with a piecewise homogeneous material. This method is peculiarly
adapted to describe the scattering processes of irregular
nanoantennas where it is fundamental to link accurately
their near- and far-field optical properties, which is, for
example, the case for surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) [116].
Other methods exist. They generally rely on the expansions of the electromagnetic field on basis functions with
symmetry adapted to the problem to be solved and with
the proper boundary conditions enforced at interfaces
between the different materials. For example, the T-matrix
method expands the electromagnetic field on spherical
basis functions [117] and is particularly adapted to solve
the scattering problem of spherical or quasi-spherical
geometries. When the electromagnetic field is expanded
into multipoles such as in the generalized multipole

Figure 4: Discretization schemes for electromagnetic numerical simulations.
(A) Example of nanostructure to model. (B) Discretization in the nanostructure and the surrounding materials using a Cartesian grid for the
finite difference in time-domain method. (C) Discretization in tetrahedral elements of the nanostructure and the surrounding materials for
finite element or DGTD method. (D) Discretization in dipoles inside the nanostructure for DDA. (E) Discretization in triangular element at the
surface of the nanostructure for SIE method. Reprinted from [102] with permission, Copyright 2015 John Wiley and Sons.
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technique [118], the geometry constraint is much more
relaxed because the multipoles can be centered close to
each actual scatterer. Finally, the rigorous coupled-wave
analysis method is among the preferred ones to solve scattering problems from periodic structures because it relies
on a Fourier expansion of the electromagnetic field [119].
The most suitable method to solve Maxwell’s equations has therefore to be carefully chosen to save the
computation time and reduce the memory requirement
depending on the system and the physical quantities that
need to be computed [102]. The FEM and DGTD methods
are particularly suited to solve device problems with large
differences in the spatial scale and where propagation
problem have to be considered simultaneously to localization effects, whereas the FDTD method is especially effective to solve broadband problems. The surface and volume
integral methods are much more suited for scattering and
localization problems.
All the methods described above can be used to
analyze the behavior of mid-IR semiconductor plasmonic
devices. In this respect, it is interesting to notice how,
spectrally speaking, antennas in the IR lay in between
classical radiofrequency (RF) antennas and novel plasmonic antennas. Indeed, standard metal antennas made
of very good conductors have been developed for a long
time by employing metal wires to collect and emit radiation, originally in the RF and microwave range but then
also in the THz [120] and mid-IR [121–126] range, whereas
plasmonic antennas are much more recent [127, 128]. But
what is exactly an antenna and what are the main differences between a classical antenna and a plasmonic
antenna? Antennas allow us to emit or receive electromagnetic waves, exploiting the flow of electrons at
the antenna surface. When the antenna is subject to an
electromagnetic field, electrons move back and forth,

creating oscillating currents along the antenna. A standing wave appears because the current is reflected at each
extremity undergoing a phase shift of half a wavelength.
This standing wave creates a field maximum in air at each
antenna end that can be enhanced by the lightning rod
effect, i.e. the field enhancement due to the small radius
of curvature. The antenna therefore converts electromagnetic waves into oscillating currents and vice versa. By
doing this, it creates a link between propagating far fields
and localized near fields. This process does not need any
plasmonic effect. The antenna can be made of a perfect
conductor or a metal with an extremely high absolute
value of the permittivity, i.e. a Drude-like material operating far away (well below) its own plasma frequency.
Reducing the permittivity values of the metal and working
closer to the plasma frequency allows the electric fields
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to penetrate inside the antenna arms, converting surface
currents into volume currents. As already discussed, this
is intrinsically associated with larger losses but also with
improved confinement [89]. For a given operating wavelength, the relative size of the antenna reduces when
passing from radio to visible frequencies, which is associated with an increase in the effective index of the antenna
modes [129, 130], as shown by the dispersion relation in
Figure 5A. Whereas at radio frequencies the dispersion
relation of the metal surface almost coincides with the
light line in air, in the plasmonic regime it bends significantly. As a consequence of this rich phenomenology, in
plasmonic antennas, there is a mismatch between the
wavelength of antenna modes and that of the propagating
radiation. This results also in a significant change in the
radiation patterns (Figure 5B–D), which plays a major role
in the design of plasmonic antennas [131].
The plasmonic effects described so far are largely
negligible in the case of Au antennas in the mid-IR or the
THz. Their near-field optical properties are essentially
dominated by the lightning rod effect, by the presence of
nanoscale gaps, and by collective diffractive phenomena
in the case of periodic antenna arrays that are currently
exploited for sensing [5]. In contrast, Au nanoantennas in
the visible range and doped semiconductors in the mid-IR
and THz range combine these effects with a genuine
plasmonic behavior and a higher degree of intrinsic

(i.e. material-related) field confinement.

3.6 O
 ptical properties of IR semiconductor
antennas
The optical properties of plasmonic antennas deeply
depend on the field distribution at the near-field scale so
a weak modification of the antenna’s shape can drastically affect its optical properties. Applying a scale law to
reduce the antenna size makes it possible to qualitatively
transfer RF antenna designs to the IR range: this allows
accessing a large zoology of antennas [5], which have been
largely exploited in Au-based plasmonics. All shapes of
plasmonic antennas are also possible with doped semiconductors, although just a few of them are present in the
literature mainly because semiconductor plasmonics is
still at an infancy stage and also because growth and fabrication technology with Au is easier to access compared
to semiconductor technology.
One practical issue that is of relevance when developing all-semiconductor plasmonic platforms is that
usually their epitaxial growth requires the use of highindex substrates, such as Si or GaAs. This marks a
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Figure 5: Comparison between the typical radio-frequency and plasmonic behaviors of antennas.
(A) Sketch of the typical dispersion relation for the mode propagating along the antenna wire in the RF (green region) and visible (plasmonic,
red region) parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. (B–D) Plot of the radiation patterns for the first three antenna modes in the case of RF
(solid green lines) and plasmonic (dashed red lines) antennas. Adapted from [131] with permission.

difference with our general understanding of localized
plasmon resonances in Au nanostructures that typically
sit on low-index glass substrates. Indeed, the presence of
a high-index substrate is known to bend the electric field
lines downward, which limits their interaction with the
surrounding environment. Moreover, a stronger induced
mirror dipole will be present, which will typically lower
the resonance quality via near-field interactions. Finally,
the large index contrast between the air (or the analyte)
and the substrate, together with the relatively large
thickness of semiconductor plasmonic devices, tends
to decouple the plasmonic behavior at the upper and
lower surfaces of the plasmonic device, often resulting
in two split resonances as recently demonstrated in both
grating arrays [63] and individual antennas [60, 91]. One
resonance involves plasmonic currents that are mainly
localized toward the air interface and lay at higher frequencies, whereas the other one involves currents that

are mainly located at the substrate interface and possess
a lower resonance frequency. Another important difference between semiconductor and Au antennas in the IR
is the amplitude of the scattering processes compared to
the absorption processes. The absorption cross-section
dominates in the case of doped semiconductors because
of the lower carrier concentration that allows for a deeper
electric field penetration into the material. Although this
might be a drawback for certain applications, when the
absorption cross-section dominates over the scattering
cross-section, a closer packing of the antennas is possible without deteriorating the quality factor of their
resonances thanks to the reduced interaction between
adjacent antennas in the array. This, together with the
geometrically smaller footprint of plasmonic antennas
compared to perfect conductors, increases the hotspot
density and therefore the active surface useful for sensing
applications [129, 130]. Similarly, the close packing of
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periodic structures is easier with heavily doped semiconductors and allows one to access very high wavevectors
because of the dispersion relation bending of the SPP
and quasi-LSP modes. Their behavior is very similar to
that of localized plasmon modes even for periodic arrays.
Both propagating surface plasmons and LSPs can coexist
in arrays of doped semiconductors, which were intensively studied at the early stage of this field of research
in the THz range with doped Si [132]. Here, grooves and
holes were realized by a dicing saw to study the impact
of the geometry (hole spacing and size) on the transmittance of SPPs through the grating (Figure 6A and B). InSb
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arrays (Figure 6C and D) have also been investigated to
demonstrate the possibility to control the carrier density
by direct or laser heating that impacts the plasma frequency and therefore the SPP properties in the THz range
[133, 134]. Indeed, changing the temperature of the InSb
material increases the carrier density because of its small
band gap.
The extension of doped semiconductor arrays to the
mid-IR range is more recent, with Si-doped InAsSb gratings featuring a short periodicity (pitch between 0.5 and
2 μm) used to excite LSP modes or high-wavevector SPP
modes [63, 65] (Figure 7A). In such a system, one can tune
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Figure 6: Semiconductor plasmonic gratings for the THz spectral range.
(A) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of a square grating with subwavelength holes fabricated with a dicing saw and (B)
transmission spectra for different hole sizes [132]. (C) SEM top view of an SPP Bragg grating structured on InSb and (D) transmission
spectrum measured with time-domain spectroscopy [133]. (A and B) Reprinted from [132] with permission, Copyright 2004 Amrican Physical
Society. (C and D) Reprinted from [133] with permission, Copyright 2006 American Physical Society.
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Figure 7: Semiconductor plasmonic gratings for the mid-IR spectral range.
(A) SEM image of a tilted view of an Si-doped InAsSb array. (B) Cross-section of one ribbon by bright-field scanning transmission electron
microscopy [64]. (C) SEM image of a cross-section of a Si-doped InAsSb pedestal antenna [135]. (B) Adapted from [64] with permission,
Copyright 2015 The Opitcal Society. (C) Adapted from [60] with permission.

the resonance frequency adjusting the doping level or the
ribbon width. In the perspective of integration to semiconductor technology, InAsSb resonators buried into GaSb
(Figure 7B) have been demonstrated. The frequency and the
shape of the LSPR are deeply affected but remain tunable
by a careful design of the plasmonic antennas [64]. To continue taking advantage of the size reduction for a given
plasma frequency and because, as discussed before, the
typical refractive indexes of the semiconductor substrates
are high (about 3–4), it can be interesting to develop pedestal antennas such as those demonstrated in Figure 7C,
where the pedestal geometry is realized by partially oxidizing the GaSb substrate [135]. The active surface of the pedestal antennas is larger and the quality of the resonances is
higher, which increases the sensitivity for biosensing [136,
137]. Finally, adjusting the ribbon’s width and the carrier
density of the InAsSb by the doping level (something that is
not possible with standard metals) allows one to bring the
LSPR at the chosen frequency in the mid-IR [65].
The experimental demonstration of individual semiconductor plasmonic antennas in the mid-IR is also very

recent and benefits from all the previous studies employing Au antennas. The simplest antenna geometries are the
nanosphere and the nanorod, sustaining a fundamental
dipolar resonance. When we consider lithographed antennas on a substrate, the natural counterpart of nanospheres
is represented by nanocylinders or nanodisks. Along this
line, closely packed doped InAs nanoislands have been
fabricated on undoped InAs/GaAs substrates, experimentally demonstrating two separate localized plasmon
resonances occurring at the antenna-air and antenna-substrate interfaces (Figure 8A and B) [69].
The most common antenna geometry, however,
remains the nanorods. Their simplicity of fabrication and
the high field enhancement appearing at their extremity
are favorable for surface-enhanced spectroscopy techniques [139, 140]. The parallelepiped antennas in Figure 8C
and D are made of n-doped Ge with a carrier concentration
of 2.3 × 1019 cm−3 that gives a plasma frequency of about
10 μm wavelength [60]. This plasmonic antenna also
gives two main dipolar resonances because of the highindex substrate and the large thickness of about 1 μm,
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Figure 8: Mid-IR resonances of semiconductor antennas.
(A and B) SEM image and reflection spectra (solid lines: experiment; dashed lines: simulations) of Si-doped InAs islands fabricated on GaAs
substrates by nanosphere lithography [69]; blue and red lines refer to two different samples with different doping levels and therefore
different plasma wavelength λp. (C and D) SEM image and extinction spectra of gap antennas made of phosphorus-doped Ge fabricated on Si
substrates by EBL [60]; the spectra reveal the two resonances associated with plasmon oscillations at the Ge-air interface (higher frequency)
and at the Ge-Si interface (lower frequency). (E and F) SEM image and polarization-resolved reflectivity spectra of InAsSb antennas
fabricated on GaSb substrates by EBL [138]. (A and B) Reprinted from [69] with permission, Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
(C and D) Reprinted from [60] with permission, Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (F) Reprinted from [138] with permission.

the substrate-like mode at the interface between Ge and
Si of about 20 μm wavelength (500 cm−1), and the air-like
mode at the interface between Ge and air of about 11.5 μm
wavelength (850 cm−1). Also, one of the main advantages
of plasmonic antennas is the possibility to work exploiting both short- and long-axis resonances, which is not possible with Au antennas whose transverse resonance lays
in the visible spectrum and has indeed been exploited for
combined surface-enhanced Raman and IR spectroscopy
[141]. Elongated Si-doped InAsSb plasmonic antennas also
give plasmonic resonances in the mid-IR (Figure 8E and F).

3.7 E
 xperimental characterization of IR
plasmonic antennas
Plasmonic antennas are designed to feature a specific
optical functionality and to develop a targeted application. To validate their optical properties, it is fundamental
to characterize them with the proper spectroscopy tools.
The simplest techniques are based on the acquisition of
reflectance or transmittance spectra at normal (or quasinormal) incidence. Transmittance is often referred to as

extinction and contains information on both absorption
and scattering by the plasmonic sample. Therefore, it
typically provides a very clear signature for the excitation of plasmonic resonances that reveal themselves as
a dip in the spectrum (light is either resonantly absorbed
or resonantly scattered by the sample). The scattering of
light away from the forward direction, in particular, can
be related either to the single-particle radiation pattern
or to collective, grating-induced diffraction modes. The
interpretation of reflection spectra can instead be more
involved, as the intensity collected at the detector is the
result of an interference process between the radiation
that is back-scattered (with a certain phase difference)
by the plasmonic structures and that reflected by the
high-index dielectric substrate. This process can result
in complex interferential line shapes that require proper
numerical modeling for their analysis [142].
Reflectance and transmittance experiments are generally performed with an FTIR spectrometer operating with
the proper configuration (beam splitters, detectors, and
sources) for the selected spectral range. Because of the low
brilliance of IR sources and the low sensitivity of detectors, measuring single antenna spectra is challenging, at
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variance with the standard practice in visible and near-IR
plasmonics. Nevertheless, IR spectroscopy of single nanoantennas has been performed using an IR synchrotron
light source coupled to an FTIR spectrometer and a highdetectivity mercury-cadmium-telluride detector [139] or
by an optimized confocal transmission microscope operating with broadband pulses coupled to Cassegrain objectives [143].
As mentioned previously, Kramers-Kronig relations
can be used to extract the bulk optical properties of doped
semiconductors but they can also be employed to analyze
the reflectance spectra of plasmonic antennas. Indeed, a
plasmonic resonator can be modeled as two damped Lorentzian oscillators that we can describe with a longitudinal and a transverse natural frequency [144].
Much more generally, the acquisition of angulardependent reflectance and transmittance spectra
provides a deeper physical insight into the nature of
plasmonic resonances. Indeed, it allows accessing their
dispersion relation, as demonstrated, for example, in
Figure 9A and B, and notably to distinguish between
localized plasmon modes, whose resonance frequency is
not sensitive to the angle of incidence or wavevector, and
propagative/collective surface plasmon modes, whose
resonance frequency is sensitive to the angle of incidence
or wavevector [64, 92, 145].
Time-domain pump-probe experiments are also
ultrasensitive experimental tools to characterize plasmonic platforms. Generally speaking, they are based on
the control of the relative time delay between two trains
of pulses originating from the same source, one of which
is used to excite the sample and the other one to probe
its response as a function of the time delay. Pump-probe
spectroscopy has been applied to IR semiconductor plasmonics in the literature mainly with two different types of
experiments: in a first set of works, near-IR laser pulses
are used to photogenerate free carriers in plasmonic
antennas and a mid-IR probe measures the dynamics of
such free carriers and notably of the associated plasmonic
modes [35, 61, 146]. This possibility to optically control
and trigger the plasmonic response of a semiconductor
will be discussed later on with more details. Another timedomain characterization technique that is widely used is
the so-called electro-optical sampling. This technique
was originally developed in the THz range and it is based
on two near-IR pulses that are used to generate and detect
the THz radiation. One of the beams photogenerates electron-hole pairs in a piece of semiconductor, which are
accelerated in the depletion layer and act as dipoles that
emit broadband THz pulses. This THz radiation can then
be used to study the response of plasmonic antennas. To

analyze the THz beam after interaction with the sample,
the second near-IR pulse is incident on a photoconductive
switch, generating carriers that are then put into motion
by the electric field of the THz pulse and produce a measurable current. By varying the time delay, the electric field
of the THz pulse is thus reconstructed with subpicosecond
temporal resolution as limited by the carrier lifetime inside
the photoconductive switch. Finally, the acquired time
trace can also be Fourier transformed to provide the spectral response of the plasmonic device. This technique was,
for example, used in the THz domain to analyze the transmission through Si gratings [147] but can also be extended
to the mid-IR by changing the generation process for the
excitation radiation, which is typically obtained by means
of optical parametric amplifiers [148].
The characterization of localized plasmon resonances
in nanoparticles and nanoantennas, besides the far-field
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Figure 9: Angle-resolved characterization of semiconductor
plasmonic gratings in the mid-IR.
(A) Brewster mode configuration [145]. (B) Reflectance dispersion
under p-polarized light of an Si-doped InAsSb array. The light
cone is represented by the dark dashed line. The Brewster angle is
represented by the dark solid line and the Brewster mode occurring
at the plasma frequency υp is indicated by the horizontal arrow. LSP
modes are also indicated by the linked arrows [64]. Adapted from
[64] with permission, Copyright 2015 The Optical Society.
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analysis by means, for example, of scattering or extinction spectra, often entails an assessment of the local fields
generated in close proximity to the antenna. Such fields,
whose enhancement and localization is the essence of
all plasmon-based sensing concepts, possess strong
nonpropagating near-field components whose analysis
requires a scanning local probe. Scattering-type near-field
microscopy has emerged over the last decade as a powerful and versatile tool to investigate plasmonic field distributions in the IR spectral region [149, 150]. The main idea
behind the use of an atomic force microscopy tip for nearfield imaging is that the plasmonic resonances are excited
with a far-field illumination and a polarization parallel to
the sample plane, whereas the tip possesses a significant
polarizability only along its own axis, i.e. perpendicular
to the polarization of the excitation far fields. Local near
fields, on the contrary, display all spatial components
according to the specific distribution of the charge oscillations and therefore can couple to the tip dipole, which
scatters them to the far field where they can be detected,
usually employing heterodyne amplification. Although
this approach has also been successfully employed in the
visible and near-IR parts of the electromagnetic spectrum
[151], the advantage of its use in the mid-IR is even more
dramatic given that the lateral resolution is roughly determined by the size of the tip apex, which for this spectral
region can be of the order of λ/100. Recently, this has been
applied to doped InAs nanowires to demonstrate gate-tunable spatial modulation of localized plasmon resonances
[152]. Noticeably, this technique also allows for the study
of strain in semiconductor nanostructures by leveraging
on the specific IR absorption lines associated with surface
phonon polaritons (optical lattice vibrations in polar crystals) [153].
During the last few years, alternative near-field
approaches have also been developed for IR microscopy.
Photothermal induced resonance microscopy is a photoexpansion mapping technique that uses the atomic
force microscopy probe as a mechanical transducer of
the local sample expansion due to the resonant absorption of IR light. It has been applied to measure the thermal
expansion due to Joule heating in resonant InAs nanostructures [154] and to map the local near-field distribution of heavily doped Ge bow-tie antennas operating at
a wavelength of 4.5 mm and covered with a thin polymer
layer [68]. Photoinduced force microscopy can be used to
image the dipole force between the probe and the sample.
In this case, it has been possible to distinguish dissipative (absorption-related) from dispersive (real part of the
dielectric function) line shapes [155]. Finally, it should
be mentioned here that to improve the performance of
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near-field microscopy the use of resonant plasmonic tips
has also been proposed [156] and that, in this framework,
heavily doped semiconductors provide a possible path
toward the mass fabrication of resonant IR tips exploiting
the available foundry technologies. Resonant Ge tips, for
example, have been applied to the study of free carriers
in ZnO nanowires by mid-IR near-field microscopy [157].

3.8 D
 oped semiconductors versus metals in
the mid-IR: a difficult comparison
Although Au is still the plasmonic material of choice for
most applications, its use suffers from some limitations,
notably in the subwavelength confinement of electromagnetic modes and related metamaterial applications [158]
and for the very poor compatibility with the mainstream
microelectronic foundry processes. Several studies tried
to make a fair comparison of the optical and sensing performance of Au and doped semiconductors in the mid-IR.
This is, for example, the case of the comparative study
performed by Barho et al. on ribbon arrays of doped
InAsSb compared to Au. They demonstrated theoretically
an electric field enhancement larger by one order of magnitude in favor of the doped semiconductor (Figure 10A
and B) and experimentally a highest sensitivity in sensing
[159]. However, these results are not unexpected when
one considers that both the simulated devices possess
a ribbon thickness of 100 nm. Although a thick layer is
indeed needed for the optimized semiconducting grating
because of the large skin depth for mid-IR radiation in this
material, the same thickness is not needed for Au because
of the extremely low field penetration and is instead detrimental as it inhibits lightning-rod enhancement effects.
A more recent study by Hsieh et al. reached opposite
conclusions in the comparison of doped InGaAs spheres
and Au nanorods [84]. The authors demonstrate a higher
field enhancement, by a factor of 2, for Au antennas
(Figure 10C and D). However, also, in this case, this does not
come as a surprise as the two investigated systems have a
quite different radius of curvature (700 nm for the InGaAs
sphere and 300 nm for the Au nanorod), which results in
a different role played by curvature-induced charge accumulation and lightning-rod field enhancement.
Eventually, as already mentioned in this review, one
should always recall that the response of heavily doped
semiconductors in the IR is qualitatively very similar to
that of noble metals in the visible (the main notable difference being the achievement of ENZ behavior thanks to
the absence of interband transitions). To dig further into
this, we can calculate the quasi-static field enhancement
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Figure 10: Comparison between metal and semiconductor antennas.
(A) Electric field profile at 10 μm wavelength for the single InAsSb ribbon (left) and single Au resonator (right) on a GaSb substrate. (B) Cut through
the field profile 1 nm above the substrate-resonator interface. The sidewall of both resonators has been placed at the origin x = 0 to compare
the evanescent field of the semiconductor and the Au resonator [159]. (C) Adjusting the doping in an InGaAs sphere with 1.4 μm diameter or the
length of an Au rod with fixed cross-section of 0.6 μm diameter, it is possible to tune the LSP resonant wavelength. (D) Maximum achievable
field enhancement for both structures [84]. (E) Electric field enhancement in a spherical nanoparticle in vacuum for different plasmonic materials
computed in the quasi-static approximation. (F) Sensing of a vibrational line of about 12 μm wavelength with optimized resonant Ge and Au
slit arrays [91]. (A and B) Adapted from [159] with permission, Copyright 2016 The Optical Society. (C and D) Adapted from [84] with permission,
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (F) Adapted from [91] with permission, Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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inside a sphere for different materials using Mie theory
and the tabulated value of the permittivity for Ag, Au, and
InAsSb [65, 160]. Figure 10E demonstrates that the highest
enhancements are obtained for Ag and InAsSb, with the
Au enhancement being one order of magnitude lower.
These differences are due to the internal material losses
compared to plasma frequency, which are much more
favorable for Ag and InAsSb than for Au. However, the
important point that we have to keep in mind is the strong
wavelength dependence of these results. In other words,
the material choice is strongly linked to the working wavelength range. Therefore, any comparison should be done
with a specific targeted application in mind.
This was done recently, for example, by Pellegrini
et al. who benchmarked heavily doped Ge against Au
with the specific goal of sensing a vibrational resonance
at a wavelength of 12 µm [91]. To take the respective skin
depth into proper account, the authors considered different thicknesses for the two systems (50 nm Au and 300 nm
Ge). After carefully optimizing the two slit arrays and
assessing their sensing performance with three different
FOMs, they confirmed that the signal enhancement provided by heavily doped semiconductors does not outperform that by Au, although the difference is not significant
(much less than an order of magnitude), as also found in
the work by Hsieh et al. (see Figure 10F).
To conclude, making a fair comparison between plasmonic materials that are as different as metals and semiconductors is not an easy task. Typically, if one selects a
specific working wavelength, different antenna geometries need to be considered that exploit different confinement effects (plasmonic, lightning rod, or gap-related) to
optimize them individually. In contrast, when a specific
antenna geometry is chosen, the natural working wavelength will be different for different materials. Each material has its advantages and its drawbacks. As mentioned
previously, the high material quality, the possibility of
tuning the optical response through doping or electrical/
optical excitation, and the compatibility with standard
microelectronic fabrication processes make the perspective of integration of semiconductor plasmonic sensing
devices a unique possibility that cannot be easily achieved
with standard metals that are not CMOS compatible.

4 A
 pplications of semiconductor
nanoantennas
The mid-IR range is of particular interest for biomolecules
thanks to the specific absorption lines that represent a
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spectral signature related to their vibrational modes. For
this reason, IR spectroscopy has found countless applications in security and health, where it allows one to
unambiguously detect the presence of specific classes of
molecules. In this framework, surface-enhanced spectroscopies pursue the goal of increasing the sensitivity of standard techniques and making them capable of
detecting very small quantities of analytes. Traditionally, plasmon-enhanced sensing in the visible is intrinsically refractometric as it measures the resonance shift of
surface plasmon resonances (SPRs) as a function of the
refractive index change at the metal surface. This often
requires proper surface functionalization to selectively
address a specific molecule or class of molecules. In
the IR, the situation is made more complex, but for this
reason also more versatile, by the coupling between the
plasmonic resonances and the molecular ones, which
leads to a vast phenomenology of spectral modifications
and enriches the possibilities and the available sensing
strategies with the added value of molecular specificity.
These approaches usually go under the name of surfaceenhanced IR absorption (SEIRA).
Moreover, beyond the standard route of static doping
during the growth, which has already been extensively
discussed in this review, semiconductor materials also
offer the exciting possibility for the active control of their
population of conduction electrons either by means of
electrostatic fields applied via a back gate electrode or by
means of illumination with optical pulses and the subsequent absorption of photons. Such possibilities pave the
way toward the realization of integrated, active, and possibly ultrafast tunable plasmonic devices in the mid-IR.
Finally, in this section, we will briefly address other
applications of semiconductor mid-IR plasmonics, in particular, waveguiding, nonlinear optical conversion, ENZ
phenomena, metamaterials, and intersubband plasmons.

4.1 P
 lasmon-enhanced refractometric
sensing
Plasmonic sensing can be based either on propagating
SPPs or on LSPRs. Because of the evanescent character
of the field perpendicularly to the metal surface, SPPs
are extremely sensitive to the refractive index modification in the surrounding medium. This refractometric
effect is the basic mechanism for SPP sensing. An analyte
is introduced in proximity to the metal surface and any
weak modification of its composition changes the refractive index accordingly, an occurrence that can be detected
by the perturbations induced in the optical properties of
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the SPP. The analyte can also react with the recognition
element of a functionalized surface by binding events. In
general, SPP sensing can be based on different approaches
that also modulate the coupling wavelength, the coupling
angle, or the light intensity to increase the sensitivity
[161]. LSPR sensing, in contrast, exploits the shift in the
localized resonances of metal nanoparticles due to the
presence of molecules in their electromagnetic hotspots.
Compared to SPPs, LSPR sensing requires a more complex
(nanostructured) surface but a simpler optical setup (no
need for evanescent light coupling to the SPP modes),
whereas, in terms of performance, the two approaches
tend to achieve similar results [162].
The main advantages of plasmon-enhanced sensing
are the high sensitivity (resonance shift measured in
nanometers per refractive index unit, nm RIU−1), the linearity between the input and the output signals (for reasonably large variations of the refractive index), the high
resolution (measured in RIU), and the low limit of detection [161]. The sensitivity is generally defined as the ratio
between the change in the sensor output (in our case,
the value of the resonance frequency λR) and the change
in the environmental refractive index nb of the molecular
analyte, which can be casted as
S=

∂λR ∂λR ∂neff
=
,
∂nb ∂neff ∂nb

where neff is the effective refractive index probed by the
SPP and nb is the refractive index of the analyte molecules
binding to the recognition element. ∂λR/∂neff depends on
the experimental configuration, whereas ∂neff/∂nb takes
into account the refractive index profile as molecules at
different locations will impact neff differently. An FOM can
then be defined to characterize the SPR sensitivity as the
ratio between the sensitivity S and the full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of the plasmonic resonance:
FOM =

S
.
FWHM

Indeed, the narrower the plasmonic resonance is, the
easier it is to detect a resonance shift. This is why developing extremely narrow plasmonic resonances has become a
crucial issue for high-sensitivity biosensors. This narrowing can be obtained using LSPRs and specifically exploiting Fano resonances [64, 163, 164]. Fano resonances
originate from the coupling between a continuum of states
and a discrete narrow state and can be implemented in
a plasmonic system featuring, for example, both a broad
bright resonance and a narrower dark resonance. The

interference between the two modes gives the resonance
a typical asymmetric line shape [165, 166].
Commercial SPP sensing systems based on Au already
exist. The field has been pioneered by Biacore AB Corporation since the 1980s, currently reaching concentration
detections down to 1 pM [167]. Based on a prism coupling
geometry, the system has a resolution down to 10−7–10−8
RIU. In general, the large footprint of SPP sensing devices
is a limitation that might, for example, be reduced by
grating coupling configurations at the expenses of resolution. Recently, LamdbaGen Corporation commercialized a solution based on LSPR with femtomolar sensitivity
[168]. All these approaches can also be developed with a
spatial resolution allowing for multiplexing [169] and thus
increasing the read-out throughput.
Plasmon-enhanced sensing is a very active field of
research. Nonetheless, it is not straightforward to make a
fair comparison among different systems because they are
generally evaluated under different working conditions.
The typical record values of sensitivity and resolution
reported in the literature, for example, for a concentric
circular grooves interferometer [170], plasmonic patches
[171], periodic gratings [172], or nanodolmens [173] are in
the range of 500–700 nm RIU−1 and the typical resolutions
are of the order of 10−6 RIU. All these systems are exclusively based on Au. Hyperbolic metamaterials consisting
of metal-insulator multilayers of few tens of nanometers
have also been recently demonstrated, reaching a refractive index sensitivity above 104 nm RIU−1 and an FOM above
500 that originates from the excitation of bulk plasmon
modes sustained by the metamaterial [174] (see also the
discussion on hyperbolic metamaterials in Section 4.8).
The sensitivity of all these refractometric approaches
increases when moving deeper into the IR thanks to the
stronger refractive index changes experienced by the
sensor because of the molecular vibrational absorption
lines in this spectral range.
In the mid-IR range, doped semiconductors offer the
perspective of developing CMOS-compatible platforms for
refractometric plasmonic sensing with integrated waveguides, sources, and detectors [175]. However, just a few
and mainly theoretical proposals have been published at
the moment. An SPR sensing configuration with a grating
based on doped Si and a carrier concentration of 1021 cm−3
has been proposed and the geometrical parameters of the
grating have been adapted to reach a perspective sensitivity above 104 nm RIU−1 [176]. Similar structures have
also been combined with a thin Au layer. Here, the semiconductor grating is used to obtain an easier and more
efficient coupling with the sensing Au layer [177]. The sensitivity obtained in this specific configuration is 3000 nm
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RIU−1. In the case of prism configuration, Ghosh and Ray
introduced a very thin layer of undoped Si below or above
the Au layer to increase the sensitivity of the sensor [178,
179]. This layer allows for a higher degree of confinement
and enhancement of the electric field close to the Au layer,
thus increasing the sensitivity. Finally, prism configurations with a thin layer of doped Si [180] or Ga-doped ZnO
[181] have been experimentally investigated but without
any evaluation of the respective sensing performance.
The most advanced experimental results in refractometric SPR sensing with doped semiconductors so far
have been obtained exploiting LSPRs. The reported sensitivity values depend on the geometry of the plasmonic
antenna and are of the order of 1–2 103 nm RIU−1 with
ribbon arrays of InAsSb [159], pillar arrays of InAs [69], or
plasmonic antenna arrays of InAsSb [138]. These values
have been obtained for typical carrier concentrations of
the order of 5 × 1019 cm−3 featuring a plasma wavelength
of about 5.5 μm. All-semiconductor SPR sensing is at an
infancy stage but based on recent works on Ge, Si, and
III–V materials the opportunity to develop a monolithic
integrated system is a clear advantage compared to classical SPR systems featuring a larger footprint.

4.2 Resonant SEIRA
IR absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool to study
molecules; however, because of the three orders of magnitude difference between the light wavelength and the
molecule size, light-matter coupling is weak in this frequency range. This main limitation is circumvented using
adapted spectroscopy techniques such as grazing incidence reflectance or attenuated total reflectance. These
experimental techniques exploit a limited field enhancement that appears at the sensing surface upon reflection
of an incident beam. Hartstein et al. [182] developed the
same idea in the case of corrugated Au and Ag films. When
light illuminates the corrugated metallic surface, hotspots
appear due to LSP oscillations with high field enhancement. The light is focused at the nanoscale allowing for an
efficient coupling with molecules adsorbed on the metal
surface and thus increasing the light absorption by the
molecules. This can be regarded as one of the very first
demonstrations of SEIRA. The hotspots in this situation
are randomly distributed not only spatially (according to
the random roughness of the metal surface) but also spectrally, making it difficult to accurately control the experimental conditions and obtain reproducible results. In this
context, the concept of resonant SEIRA employing nanoantennas was introduced recently to better control all
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these parameters and make SEIRA competitive with SERS
spectroscopy [140]. This is achieved by spectrally tuning
the localized plasmon resonances of the antennas to the
frequency of the molecular vibrations.
To understand the mechanisms behind the SEIRA
enhancement, we need to describe the coupling between
the plasmonic resonance and the molecular vibration, as in
a SEIRA experiment the weak molecular absorption is not
probed directly but rather by considering the modulation it
induces in the plasmonic spectrum. The coupled harmonic
oscillator model is well adapted to mimic the Fano-like shape
of the SEIRA signal [183]. It considers the “bright” mode of
the plasmonic resonator, which is efficiently coupled to
the far-field radiation by an arbitrary driving term, and the
“dark” mode of the molecular vibration, which is weakly
coupled to the far-field radiation. The two modes interact
with each other by a coupling factor that allows transferring energy between them. This well-established model
explains the observed Fano-like asymmetric line shapes as
well as the observation of the electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) that appears when both modes are in
resonance [183]. However, the line shape modulation of the
plasmonic resonance depends deeply on the plasmonic
structure [184]. For example, it changes from EIT to electromagnetically induced absorption just by adjusting the long
axis of a prolate spheroidal metal nanoparticle coated with
a thin absorbing layer (Figure 11A). The mentioned coupled
harmonic oscillator model cannot account for this behavior because it does not describe adequately the coupling
between light and the plasmonic resonator. In other words,
it is necessary to treat accurately the impedance matching
between the plasmonic resonator and the incident light. To
do that, an extension of the model has been proposed by
considering the possibility of reflected or scattered waves
(Figure 11B) [184]. The model uses the temporal coupled
mode theory formalism [185, 186] to describe the Fano-like
shape of the modulated plasmonic resonances. In this case,
the driving term κ, which links the incident wave s+ to the
resonant mode, is not an arbitrary parameter, but rather
it is directly related to the radiation rate γAe because of the
constraints imposed by the time-reversal symmetry and the
energy conservation. Finally, the damping rate of the bright
mode γA is the sum of γAe and the intrinsic material absorption γA0. In this approach, the line shape modulation of the
plasmonic resonance results from the interplay between
the radiative and the nonradiative loss mechanisms and
the role of the molecular absorption is to modulate this
interplay. The absorption on resonance takes the following
4f
, where f is the ratio between γAe
simple form: A =
(1 + f 2 )
and γA0. Figure 11C represents the absorption as a function
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of f. The maximum value of the absorption corresponds
to the so-called critical coupling condition (γAe = γA0). If
the internal damping rate dominates over the external
damping rate, the resonator is undercoupled, which is
the typical case for heavily doped semiconductor antennas in the mid-IR range, whereas Au antennas in the same
spectral range are typically overcoupled as the external
damping rate dominates over the internal damping rate.
Adding a thin layer of molecules to this model increases
the internal damping of the oscillator, which corresponds
to a left shift of the absorption condition in Figure 11C. This
model demonstrates the importance of considering not
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only the coupling between the antenna and the molecules
but also the coupling between the antenna and the external
radiation.
Other efforts have been done along the same line,
trying to understand the conditions that grant optimal
SEIRA enhancement. In a recent paper, Neuman et al.
highlight with both theoretical calculations and numerical simulations that the largest SEIRA modulation of
the plasmonic resonance is achieved when the spectral
maxima of absorption and scattering of the antennas are
of similar magnitude. Moreover, they demonstrate that,
under such circumstances, the vibrational fingerprint is
exclusively a result of the scattering [187]. All the considerations reported so far highlight that the control of the different loss mechanisms in the antenna-molecule coupled
system is a critical issue in the design of SEIRA platforms.
Once the models to describe the SEIRA effect are established, it is important to access a reliable and common
parameter characterizing the SEIRA performance, i.e. to
quantify an enhancement factor, which can, for example,
be defined as

100

External/intrinsic damping rate

Figure 11: Mechanisms for SEIRA enhancement.
(A) Absorption cross-sections (CAbs) normalized to the particle
volume for Ag prolate spheroidal particles with two different lengths
of the long semiaxis a (dashed curves). Solid curves show the
same quantity for Ag particles coated with a 5-nm-thick shell of
a model material exhibiting an absorption band aligned with the
particle resonance (colored regions at the bottom). (B) Schematics
of a single cavity (with a mode amplitude A) coupled to input (s+)
and output (s−) waves through a single port. (C) Absorption of the
Ag prolate spheroidal particles as a function of the ratio of the
radiation rate γAe to the intrinsic damping rate γA0 [184]. Reprinted
from [184] with permission, Copyright 2013 American Chemical
Society.

ISEIRA A0
,
I0 ASEIRA

where ISEIRA is the enhanced signal strength from antennacoupled molecules covering (filling) a surface (volume)
ASEIRA. This quantity is compared to the signal strength I0
collected from bare reference molecules covering (filling)
a surface (volume) A0. To correctly evaluate the enhancement factor, one needs to accurately measure ISEIRA, a task
that can be performed following the procedure defined
by Neubrech et al. [188], and to estimate ASEIRA, which is,
in general, an indirect assessment that can also be done
via electromagnetic simulations. This last point has to be
considered carefully to avoid any overestimation or underestimation of the enhancement. At this point, the reader
should also be aware that, in any case, such enhancement estimation will hold only for those molecules that
are located in close proximity of the plasmonic hotspots.
Therefore, it is still a very relevant issue to achieve a
proper delivery of the molecules to the antennas.
Experimentally, SEIRA has been mainly performed with
Au antennas that sustain LSP modes in resonance with the
frequencies of the molecular vibrations, exploiting either
a single rod geometry, where the enhancement is further
boosted by the lightning rod effect [140, 188, 189], or a
double-rod geometry with the additional enhancement provided by the nanogap [190–192]. The combination of these
three effects – localized plasmon resonances, lightning rod,
and nanogap – allows reaching a high field enhancement,
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which is a fundamental parameter for SEIRA. In the case
of antennas, the maximum enhancement is obtained for
a ratio between the frequency of the molecular vibration
and the frequency of the plasmon resonance, ωvib/ωresonance,
which has to be slightly smaller than unity [193]. Indeed,
the total damping of the coupled molecular and plasmonic
systems causes a redshift of the near-field enhancement
[194]. A careful design of the antenna allows for an even
better funneling of the light into a small gap, reaching an
enhancement up to 107 [195], or the detection of fewer than
500 molecules of 4-nitrothiophenol [196]. However, realizing controlled nanogaps is not trivial and requires complex
technological processes. Other designs avoid this challenge.
For example, a so-called “perfect-absorber” geometry
improves the coupling between the incident light and the
antenna by positioning the antenna at a distance of a quarter
of the wavelength from a back-reflecting mirror [17]. In the
pedestal geometry, also, the impedance matching thanks
to the lower refractive index of the surrounding combined
to a larger active surface area allows increasing the SEIRA
signal by nearly one order of magnitude compared to planar
nanostructures [137, 197]. Moreover, collectively enhanced
IR absorption exploits the collective plasmonic excitations
created by tailoring the dipolar interactions in engineered
nanoantenna arrays [189] and reaches an enhancement
factor of up to 105. Finally, the material quality improves also
the enhancement factor of the plasmonic resonance. This is,
for example, the case for monocrystalline Au and aluminum
where the technological process was improved and so were
the plasmonic performance in the visible and near-IR parts
of the spectrum [67, 198]. Along the same line, the high
quality of doped semiconductors can be in perspective one
of the premium features for SEIRA.
The first demonstration of SEIRA with doped semiconductors was reported for Si-doped InAs islands fabricated by
nanosphere lithography, as already discussed in Section 3.7
(Figure 8A and B) [69]. The nanostructures are covered with
a 50-nm-thick layer of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) by
spinning (Figure 12A). The authors did not report the specific enhancement factor, which, however, can be roughly
estimated to be about two orders of magnitude and is comparable to values reported in ribbon arrays of Si-doped
InAsSb covered by a 200-nm-thick layer of PMMA [159].
Baldassarre et al. reported an enhancement factor of about
200 for the phosphorus-doped Ge plasmonic antennas of
Figure 8C and D [60]. The antennas are coated with a thin
layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) of less than 40 nm,
which features a vibrational absorption resonance at about
800 cm−1 due to the Si-C bond stretching modes. The experimental spectra in Figure 12B demonstrate the spectral
perturbation induced by the PDMS layer and the highest
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Figure 12: SEIRA spectra.
(A) SEIRA spectra (with and without PMMA) of Si-doped InAs islands
fabricated on GaAs substrates by nanosphere lithography [69]. (B)
SEIRA spectra (with and without PDMS for both single- and doublearm antennas) of phosphorus-doped Ge antennas fabricated on Si
substrates by EBL [60]. (C) SEIRA spectra (with and without vanilline,
comparing longitudinal and transverse electric field polarization)
of InAsSb antennas fabricated on GaSb substrates by EBL [138].
(A) Reprinted from [69] with permission, Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society. (B) Adapted from [60]. (C) Adapted from [138].
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enhancement that is achieved with a gap geometry compared to a single-rod geometry.
A significantly higher experimental enhancement of
about 104 was reported for 2D plasmonic antenna arrays
made of Si-doped InAsSb [138]. These plasmonic antennas
have elliptical shape featuring strong anisotropy to polarized light. This allows addressing different spectral ranges
when the electric field of the excitation beam is polarized
along the long or short axis of the antenna (Figure 12C,
thin curves). After drop casting of a vanillin film, the
plasmonic antenna resonances redshift, and Fano-like
features superimpose to the broad plasmonic response
(Figure 12C, thick curves). For a given vibrational mode,
the shape and the strength of the vibrational feature
change depending on the polarization direction. Selecting different plasmonic modes for one antenna results in
a modification of the coupling between the light, the plasmonic resonance, and the vibrational mode and accordingly of the enhancement factor.
These few findings are extremely promising because
many geometries still have to be investigated by semiconductor plasmonics to reach the highest enhancement
factors and the best coupling between the molecules and
the antennas. Progresses in doping incorporation are also
needed to reach the highest doping level and the highest
SEIRA enhancement as recently discussed by Hsieh et al.
[84] and demonstrated, for example, by Milla et al. [199].
The densification of the plasmonic antennas will also be
an important issue to increase the signal-to-noise ratio as
demonstrated experimentally [129] and theoretically [130].
Finally, semiconductor technologies allow for the fabrication of favorable sample geometries that would be almost
prohibitive with metals. For example, as already mentioned,
Pellegrini et al. recently demonstrated by numerical simulations that slit arrays in suspended heavily doped Ge membranes, which are well within the capabilities of Si foundry
processes, allow for SEIRA enhancements that compare
well (they are within the same order of magnitude) to those
achieved with state-of-the-art Au slits [91]. This is achieved
thanks to the possibility of getting rid of the detrimental
effect of the proximity of high-index substrates that hinders
the establishment of high-quality localized resonances.

4.3 O
 ptically active plasmonic elements
When a photon with energy larger than the optical
bandgap is absorbed by a semiconductor, an electron is
excited to the conduction band and leaves an extra hole
in the valence band. In the steady state determined by
a continuous-wave illumination, on the one hand, such

interband excitations result in a constant additional concentration of electrons and holes that adds up to the static
doping of the material. Because of thermal effects that
occur upon absorption and can damage the plasmonic
structures, this possibility is usually limited to lower
doping levels that allow covering only the far-IR (THz)
range. In the case of short laser pulses, on the other hand,
a transient ultrafast modulation of the carrier densities
can be achieved. In this situation, a larger carrier concentration can be achieved and the whole mid-IR window
becomes transiently accessible. Moreover, multiphoton
absorption processes can also take place with ultrashort
laser pulses and contribute to the total transient doping.
Some of the seminal works employing these effects
for active IR plasmonics date back to 2006 with the demonstration of the optical control of SPPs propagating on
an InSb surface, which is achieved by optically modulating the carrier concentration in the grooves of a surface
Bragg mirror [133]. More recently, similar concepts have
been applied to achieve the photogeneration of plasmonic
antennas on an otherwise continuous semiconducting film
by means of a patterned illumination that locally creates a
larger and confined carrier concentration and allows for the
realization of reconfigurable THz plasmonic devices [200–
203]. Noticeably, the relatively low carrier concentrations
required to achieve THz plasma frequencies also allow for
the much simpler – although clearly much slower as well
– control of the plasmonic material response by changing
the temperature of the system and therefore directly modulating the thermal population in the conduction band [134].
Another way to indirectly exploit semiconductors for
active THz plasmonics requires the realization of conducting metal antennas on a semiconducting substrate.
Optical carrier excitation in the semiconductor is here
exploited to tune the response of the metallic elements
by changing their dielectric environment. In this context,
tunable Cu and Au metamaterials coupled with active
GaAs or Si semiconductors have, for example, been demonstrated [204, 205].
More recently, the concepts described above have
been successfully translated from the THz to the mid-IR
range. Ultrashort near-IR pulses have been used to optically induce a transient carrier concentration in the
1019 cm−3 range in a Ge wafer by a combination of onephoton absorption around the Γ point and two-photon
absorption around the L point of the Brillouin zone. The
Ge wafer thus acts as an ultrafast switchable plasmonic
mirror, which was exploited to achieve subcycle slicing
of intense mid-IR transients, as monitored directly in the
time domain by electro-optical sampling [148, 206]. Subsequently, a similar setup was also used to trigger transient
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Figure 13: Transient excitation of plasmonic behavior.
(A) Temporal profile of the mid-IR probe electric field transmitted by
an optically doped (red) or undoped (dashed line) Ge wafer, which
allows achieving subcycle slicing of the ultrafast pulses [148]. (B)
Spectrally resolved differential reflectivity of optically doped Ge
antennas. The spectral changes over time and the superimposed
black line highlight the establishment and the temporal redshift of
the antenna resonance as the two optically injected electron and
hole plasmas are created and then relax back to the unperturbed
concentration [61]. (A) Adapted from [148]. (B) Reprinted from [61]
with permission, Copyright 2016 American Physical Society.

localized plasmon resonances in otherwise undoped Ge
antennas fabricated by EBL on a Si substrate as demonstrated in Figure 13 [61]. This approach gives full control
over the enhancement and confinement of mid-IR radiation within subdiffraction volumes and on an ultrafast
timescale for the all-optical manipulation of nanoscale
mid-IR devices. It is important here to stress that exploiting interband optical excitations to achieve a high level
of transient carrier population always implies that both
electrons and holes (with the respective different scattering rates and effective masses) are generated concurrently and that therefore the response of the device can be
modeled and understood only if the combined response of
both plasmas is taken into account [61].

4.4 Electrically active plasmonic elements
The ability to monitor and control electrically the optical
properties of a system is one of the main objectives of
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the optoelectronics community. However, not all optical
systems are electrically active. As a relevant example in
the context of plasmonics, the carrier density in noble
metals is so high that the achievable modulation is often
weak. In the case of doped semiconductors, in contrast,
the accumulation and depletion of charges is one of the
most common processes that are ordinarily exploited for
microelectronic components and that can be used to tune
the plasma frequency of the material. Nevertheless, the
ease of operation depends directly on the targeted carrier
density so that, although the electrical modulation of the
plasmonic properties of doped semiconductors is certainly
possible in the THz range, it is much more challenging in
the mid-IR. The process requires applying a voltage at the
extremities of a structure featuring a potential barrier,
thus determining an inhomogeneous charge accumulation that typically extends for a few tens of nanometers.
However, a carrier density beyond 1019 cm−3 is required to
access the mid-IR range. Although, as discussed before, it
is possible to generate optically such a high carrier injection [61], reaching the same densities electrically would
require high voltages with an extremely inhomogeneous distribution. This is one of the main reasons why the
direct electrical modulation of the plasmonic properties
of heavily doped semiconductors has been essentially
achieved in the THz range, whereas the mid-IR range has
been approached only with more complex and somehow
indirect solutions. These typically include exploiting the
refractive index variation by the carrier modulation in
the semiconductor to tune the dielectric environment of
a metallic plasmonic device, which was already discussed
previously in the context of all-optical modulation but
can be achieved by electrical means as well. Moreover, to
circumvent the inhomogeneity issue, it is possible to use
quantum wells, often with waveguided and optical cavities approaches that increase the light-matter interaction.
Electrically active THz devices based on Au plasmonic
layers on GaAs substrates have been first demonstrated
more than 10 years ago in a few seminal publications by
Chen et al., including the active tuning of metamaterial
arrays [207] and the electronic switching of the extraordinary THz transmission through a subwavelength hole
array [208]. In the investigated devices, the metal film
deposited on a 2 μm n-doped GaAs layer with a carrier
density in the 1016 cm−3 range creates a Schottky junction
that can deplete the n-doped GaAs layer close to the Au
electrode by applying a reverse voltage bias. The control
of such applied bias, and therefore of the accumulated
charges, achieves a modulation of the transmission
through the metamaterial or through the hole array of up
to 50% (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Electrically-active devices in the THz spectral range.
(A) Cross-sectional view of structures showing the depletion regions under reverse voltage bias. (B and C) Schematic design of the
metamaterial arrays (B) and the metal hole arrays (C) exhibiting an electronically switchable extraordinary THz transmission. (D and E)
Corresponding THz intensity transmission spectra for the metamaterial arrays (D) and metal hole arrays (E) as a function of the applied reverse
voltage bias [207, 208]. (A, C and E) Adapted from (2008). (B and D) Reprinted from (2007) with permission, Copyright 2006 Springer Nature.

An efficient alternative for active plasmonics in the
THz spectral range is also represented by 2D electron
gases (2DEGs) as predicted by Diakonov and Shur [209,
210]. The possibility to control the plasma waves created
inside the 2DEG of a ballistic field effect transistor has led
to many demonstrations of both THz detection [211] and
emission [212]. The degree of control of these peculiar
plasmonic modes is so high that it is possible to couple
coherently the localized plasmonic excitation with a
finite 1D THz plasmonic crystal [213] or to achieve tunable
EIT thanks to the complex interplay between a finite
plasmonic crystal, plasmonic defects, and Tamm states
(weakly localized crystal surface states with a complex
rather than purely real Bloch wavevector) [214]. Few demonstrations of electrically tunable plasmonic properties
based on semiconductor quantum wells have also been
obtained in the mid-IR range. They are generally based
on a 2DEG undergoing intersubband transitions, i.e. the

electronic transition between two quantized levels of the
quantum well. Adjusting electrically the carrier density in
the quantum well allows activating the intersubband transition due to the subband filling. Furthermore, the related
absorption peaks shift as the carrier density changes. This
renormalization of the intersubband transition energies
arises from the dipole-dipole Coulomb coupling with the
2D plasmons in the quantum wells [215]. The specific use
of these 2D plasmons is detailed in Section 4.9.
The level of control of quantum well structures based
on semiconductors that support 2DEGs is at present very
high. Over the last decade, however, 2D layered materials, graphene in particular, have also emerged as a very
promising perspective thanks to their superior optical and
electrical properties. The propagation of mid-IR SPPs on
graphene was first demonstrated in 2012 [17, 18], but the
first applications were limited by the low material quality
and strong plasmon damping. As the technology rapidly
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progressed, the introduction of graphene-boron nitride
heterostructures, in which the graphene sheet is sandwiched between two films of hexagonal boron nitride,
paved the way toward low-loss plasmons whose quality is
fundamentally limited by phonons [216]. The propagation
length can be further improved by going to cryogenic temperatures, thus reaching a fundamental limit in which the
main contributing factor is represented by the losses in the
encapsulating films [217]. Compared to 2DEG in quantum
wells made of conventional semiconductors, graphene
has the advantage of lower phonon losses and of a surface
field concentration that is beneficial for sensing applications [218]. It also enables for the gated electrical control
[17, 18, 219] and the all-optical control [220] of the carrier
densities and therefore of the resonances, with the possible perspective of integration into CMOS devices [221].
In contrast, the main limitation today seems to be the
difficulty in achieving a large-scale production of highquality material, which is fundamental for any further
development.
The combination of optical and electrical functionalities paves the way toward a higher degree of integration. As an example, Li and Ning have introduced an
all-semiconductor integrated active plasmonic system
[222]. Using an InAs substrate platform, they combine
active sources, waveguides, and detectors on a chip. This
can be achieved in a single epitaxial growth process with
GaSb or AlSb alloys that can be lattice matched to the InAs
substrate. Applying a voltage can accumulate charges in
the InAs layer and sustain SPPs. However, the proposed
design will be limited by the broken-gap band alignment
between InAs and GaSb, a structure with the InAs conduction band edge lower than the GaSb valence band edge,
allowing for a current flow across the heterojunction [223]
that hampers charge accumulation. This drawback might
be circumvented, for example, with InAs/AlAsSb heterojunctions. Another limitation of the design is the large
inhomogeneity of the charge profile that broadens the SPP
resonances.
Recently, the field-effect spatial control of mid-IR
plasmon resonances has been demonstrated at 10.5 µm
wavelength in an InAs nanowire grown by Au-assisted
chemical beam epitaxy. A highly inhomogeneous carrier
distribution along the nanowire axis (ranging from 1016 to
1018 cm−3) is spatially modulated through gating, resulting
in a spatial shift of the localized plasmonic hotspot that is
imaged with a scattering-type scanning near-field optical
microscope [152].
At present, however, the main experimental demonstrations of electrically tunable mid-IR plasmonic devices
that include doped semiconductors do not directly exploit
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the plasmonic properties of the semiconductor but rather
the refractive index variation involved by the free carrier
modulation [224, 225], as already discussed previously for
the THz range. The concept was first validated by statically
varying the doping level in the 1016–1018 cm−3 range during
the growth of a GaAs [226] or an InSb [227] semiconductor
substrate on which an Au hole array was deposited allowing for extraordinary transmission of about 10 µm wavelength. Because varying the doping in these proportions
determines a larger refractive index change for InSb than
for GaAs, their respective resonances blueshift by 123 and
23 cm−1, respectively.
The electrically tunable counterparts were demonstrated on GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions [224, 225] and
use two different physical mechanisms (Figure 15). In
the first demonstration [225], the current flowing in an
n-doped layer between two electrodes causes a temperature change that increases the internal losses and accordingly decreases the transmission through a metal hole
array. A second demonstration of electrically tunable
plasmonic resonances based on the same material platform was obtained with Au split-ring resonators fabricated onto a 10-nm-thick GaAs quantum well sandwiched
between two AlGaAs barriers [224]. A 10% change in the
transmission of the fundamental resonance of the split
rings was measured as a consequence of the shift caused
by a carrier-induced change in the refractive index of the
material underneath.
Although promising, electrically tunable structures
based on semiconductor plasmonics still miss a convincing demonstration. The few experimental realizations
show poor performance and are essentially based on
refractive index changes induced by carrier or temperature
change. Future developments might leverage on further
improvements in the coupling between plasmonic structures and quantum wells to ensure strong enough modulation [224, 228–230] and on the exploitation of waveguide
geometries to increase the interaction volume, as envisaged in the original PlasMOStor proposal (metal-oxide Si
field-effect plasmonic modulator) operating in the visible
and near-IR [231].

4.5 Waveguiding
Standard dielectric waveguides are characterized by a
sharp cutoff for all the propagating modes and can be
employed to distribute optical signals only as long as the
dimensions of their lateral cross-section are of the order
of λ/n (with n being the refractive index of the waveguide material) or larger. Plasmonic waveguides, on the
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Figure 15: Electrically-active devices in the mid-IR spectral range.
(A) Sketch of the GaAs/AlGaAs device demonstrating thermal modulation of the extraordinary transmission through an Au hole array [225].
(B) Normalized transmission spectra of the device sketched in A as a function of the applied bias. (C) Sketch of the GaAs/AlGaAs device
demonstrating the electrical modulation of the mid-IR transmission through an array of Au split-ring resonators [224]. (D) Modulation
spectra (defined as the ratio between the spectral response at positive and negative bias) of the device sketched in C. (A and B) Reprinted
from [225] with permission, Copyright 2007 AIP Publishing. (C and D) Reprinted from [224] with permission, Copyright 2012 AIP Publishing.

contrary, possess the unique feature of an extreme subwavelength field confinement in the plane perpendicular
to the direction of propagation. Indeed, the fundamental
modes in metal nanowires and metal-insulator-metal gap
waveguides display no cutoff when the cross-section of
the waveguide is reduced even down to the nanometer
scale [232–234]. Along this line, the adiabatic tapering
of the cross-section in plasmonic waveguides has been
proposed as a means to achieve superlocalization into a
specific hotspot [235]. However, such opportunities come
with the usual trade-off imposed by the large losses that
inevitably accompany the field confinement. For these
reasons, on the one hand, plasmonic waveguides have
been introduced as a way to merge the speed of photonics with the typical footprints of microelectronics and to
target enhanced molecular sensing. On the other hand,
their development has been partially hindered by the fact
that the typical propagation length of plasmonic modes
is often only of a few wavelengths. Longer propagation
lengths can be achieved at the expense of a lower degree
of field confinement, for example, with the so-called dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides. Generally speaking, waveguides are a crucial building block for on-chip
mid-IR sensors [175]; therefore, the perspective provided

by plasmonics to implement them over a small footprint
is clearly appealing.
Indeed, after the many original proposals in the
visible and near-IR spectral regions, metal waveguides
have also entered the realm of mid-IR plasmonics,
although not yet extensively. Here, the low losses of Au
allowed, for example, for the experimental demonstration
of light propagation and nanofocusing in two-wire transmission lines [236] and for the effective implementation of
dielectric-loaded waveguides in a lab-on-a-chip sensing
platform, featuring integrated quantum cascade sources
and detectors [237]. Heavily-doped semiconductors have
been used in the mid-IR as cladding layers by decreasing
their refractive index to confine the electromagnetic wave
in the active region of a quantum cascade laser [238–240].
Mid-IR plasmonic waveguides made of heavily doped
semiconductors have also been proposed; however, most
of the works report only simulation results so far. Such
designs include Ge and GeSn stripe waveguides [241], Si
two-wire transmission lines [242], Ge-on-Si dielectricloaded waveguides [243], and V-shaped grooves in InSb
[244], although the latter have been investigated only in
the THz regime. The simulation results in Figure 16, which
have been obtained with a finite-difference eigensolver
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Figure 16: Simulations of semiconductor plasmonic waveguides.
(A) n-doped GeSn stripe embedded in a Ge waveguide achieving
subdiffraction mode confinement at 8 µm wavelength (geometrical
and material parameters taken from Ref. [241]). (B) Dielectric-loaded
plasmonic waveguide operating at 16 µm composed of an undoped
Ge stripe on top of a n-doped Ge film on Si (geometrical and material
parameters taken from Ref. [243]). (C) n-doped InAs V-shaped
groove for the waveguiding of THz radiation at 300 µm wavelength
(geometrical and material parameters taken from Ref. [244]).

in the frequency domain employing the same material
parameters and the same geometries as in Refs. [241, 243,
244], demonstrate the fundamental plasmonic modes
supported by such heavily-doped waveguides.
It should be noted here that, although the use of
semiconductor plasmonic waveguides may be confined
to a few selected sensing applications, the same undoped
semiconductor materials, Ge and SiGe in particular [3, 245–
247], are the preferred choice for standard dielectric waveguides in the mid-IR. This already motivates the presence
of such materials in the pipeline of the foundry processes
for on-chip mid-IR photonics and represents therefore a
further incentive in using the heavily doped version of the
same materials for plasmonic sensing antennas and metasurfaces. A hybrid semiconductor-metal design, resembling that of dielectric-loaded waveguides, in which a thin
metal stripe is inserted in a dielectric high-index waveguide, has also been introduced for mid-IR wavelengths
[248, 249].
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4.6 Nonlinear optical conversion
Over the last decade, plasmonics has also become a
fundamental asset to boost nonlinear optical effects.
Nanoscale nonlinear sources will find application for
the optical processing in integrated photonics, the generation of photons for quantum information devices, and
the novel nonlinearly enhanced optical sensing schemes.
As nonlinear photon-photon interactions are extremely
weak, two ingredients are often combined to achieve a
large conversion efficiency in macroscopic systems: high
powers, requiring pulsed laser sources to keep thermal
damages under control, and long interaction paths, for
which phase-matching engineering in nonlinear crystals
is usually employed. At the nanoscale, the reduced interaction volume provided by the nanostructures requires an
additional boosting mechanism, which is usually found
in the presence of localized resonances. The extreme
local field enhancement provided by plasmonics has thus
been employed to compensate for the reduced interaction
volume and to realize coherent nanoscale light sources.
Among the nonlinear effects that have been demonstrated
in the visible and near-IR spectral regions, plasmonenhanced second-harmonic generation (SHG) [250, 251],
third-harmonic generation (THG) [252], and four-wave
mixing [253] are the most common ones, but higher-order
effects have also been reported [254, 255].
In the mid-IR, the field of nonlinear plasmonics is
still in its infant stage. SHG has been reported in an Siorganic-metal waveguide supporting hybrid plasmonic
modes [256] and Au plasmonic metamaterials have been
employed to improve the nonlinear coupling of mid-IR
light with quantum wells [257]. However, in such examples, the nonlinear conversion does not rely on the
intrinsic nonlinearity of the plasmonic material rather
mainly on that in the polymer for the first case and in
the quantum well for the second case. More recently,
mid-IR semiconducting antennas made of heavily doped
Ge have demonstrated genuine plasmon-enhanced THG
[143]. Ge antennas with a carrier concentration of about
2.5 × 1019 cm−3 and a corresponding plasma wavelength of
about 9.7 µm were fabricated by EBL. In the experiment,
the antennas were excited with ultrashort mid-IR pulses
generated via difference frequency mixing and coupled to
a confocal microscope based on reflective optics for single-antenna measurements. The efficiency of THG for different arm lengths demonstrates a clear maximum when
the antenna is tuned to the fundamental wavelength of
the excitation pulses; therefore, localized plasmon resonances are excited (see Figure 17). In this case, the nonlinear emission originates directly from the intense fields
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Figure 17: Nonlinear frequency conversion with semiconductor
plasmonic antennas.
(A) Spectrum of the mid-IR excitation pulses employed for THG.
(B) Spectrum of the emitted THG photons. (C) THG efficiency
(collected THG intensity per unit antenna volume) as a function of
the arm length of the plasmonic antenna, demonstrating maximum
efficiency for a length of about 3–4 µm that corresponds to resonant
excitation (inset, SEM image of one of the investigated antennas).

inside the Ge antenna arms. In this respect, besides the
plasmonic enhancement, the large third-order nonlinear
coefficient in Ge [258] certainly plays a fundamental role
in the observed high conversion efficiency.
Generally speaking, mid-IR nonlinear plasmonics
with doped semiconductors, besides providing a building
block for the on-chip integration of nanoscale nonlinear
functionalities, represents an exciting platform for fundamental studies in light-matter interaction and to address
the possible role played by the intrinsic nonlinearities of
the plasma oscillations in such processes.

4.7 ENZ phenomena
In the attempt to continuously improve the coupling
between light and subwavelength objects, recent
approaches introduced the use of ENZ materials, i.e. materials with vanishingly small dielectric permittivity [259,

260]. This small value of the permittivity has the consequence to extend the local wavelength and to dramatically
homogenize the electromagnetic field inside the material.
In the case of lossless ENZ materials, for example, theoretical work demonstrated that light can be squeezed through
extremely narrow subwavelength channel structures [259].
A simple way to obtain ENZ materials is to work close
to the longitudinal mode of a polaritonic system sustaining, for example, phonon polaritons, plasmon polaritons,
or exciton polaritons. Indeed, at correspondence with the
excitation frequency of such longitudinal modes, the real
part of the permittivity is zero. However, to use efficiently
such ENZ effect, the splitting between the longitudinal
and transverse polaritonic modes has to be large enough
and adjustable, i.e. it must be possible to tune and control
the ENZ frequency. Phonon-polariton systems do not
possess this feature and exciton-polariton systems have
limited longitudinal-transverse splitting with the exception of dye molecules that demonstrated ultrastrong coupling [261]. In metals, intrinsic ENZ effects are hindered
by the presence of interband transitions that dramatically
increase the associated losses. From all these points of
view, heavily doped semiconductors represent the ideal
material platform to benchmark and exploit ENZ phenomena, as they possess a highly tunable plasma frequency
that can be controlled by doping and can be spectrally
located away from any electronic or vibrational absorption of the material to keep losses as low as possible.
When the ENZ materials are employed in the form of
thin waveguiding layers, their ENZ mode splits into two
modes that, for symmetry reasons, are very differently
coupled to radiation. The radiative ENZ mode, which
is also referred to as the Brewster mode, has first been
observed in transmission experiments through a thin
Ag foil [98] and its dispersion relation has been studied
more recently by reflectance experiments in thin Sidoped InAsSb films [92]. This is an optical leaky mode
that appears in thin layers at a frequency slightly higher
than the screened plasma frequency. It can also be used to
monitor optically the doping level of doped semiconductor
layers. At a frequency slightly smaller than ωp*, a second
mode, which corresponds to the symmetric plasmonic
mode sustained by a thin metallic layer, appears [92]. This
second nonradiative guided mode is the ENZ mode typically used in the literature to develop optical devices [74,
262]. Campione et al. observed the nonradiative ENZ mode
in a thin indium-tin oxide (ITO) layer deposited on a glass
substrate in an evanescent excitation configuration [100].
Transparent conducting oxides such as ITO or AZO
[263] are especially suitable for ENZ applications in the
visible and near-IR range but suffer from large losses
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because of their poor crystallinity. They have been
employed, for example, to demonstrate ultrafast all-optical
modulation at telecommunication wavelengths thanks to
their large optical nonlinearity [75, 264]. Working with conventional semiconductors, in contrast, represents a highly
promising opportunity for the mid-IR spectral region and
for applications where losses are especially detrimental.
The peculiar ability of ENZ materials to favor light funneling into subwavelength apertures and channels was
exploited by Adams et al. to boost the transmission of a
slit in an Au film deposited onto an ENZ InAsSb layer [265].
The heavily doped InAsSb film was grown by MBE onto a
GaAs substrate and the excitation of the ENZ mode was
demonstrated to improve the TM transmitted light through
the slit. Similar approaches have been developed exploiting metallic gratings or metamaterial arrays to favor the
coupling between light and the ENZ mode in a thin semiconductor layer. Figure 18 represents the normalized nearfield distribution |Ez | 2 at the resonance (34.3 μm) for a
p-polarized plane wave incident at 15° on a hybrid metalsemiconductor structure featuring an Au grating on top
of a AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well. The Au grating
allows coupling the light with the ENZ phonon-polariton
mode of the 22-nm-thick GaAs well. When a voltage is
applied between the bottom of the structure and the Au
grating, the quantum well is filled with or depleted of carriers and a modulation of the transmitted light is achieved
thanks to the strong interaction of the incident light with
the ENZ mode [262]. Similar ideas for optoelectronic
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Figure 18: Normalized near-field distribution |Ez | 2 at resonance
(34.3 μm) for a p-polarized plane wave incident on a Au grating
structure coupled to a doped semiconductor quantum well,
demonstrating the efficient excitation of the ENZ mode and the
channeling of light into the thin absorbing layer [262]. Reprinted
from [262] with permission, Copyright 2012 American Physical
Society.
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modulation via ENZ modes have been developed with Au
metamaterial arrays deposited on an n-doped GaAs layer
[74]. Contrary to the previous situation, which exploited a
phonon-polariton mode associated with the longitudinal
optical phonon of the well material, here the use of plasmon-polariton ENZ modes improves the tunability of the
optoelectronic device thanks to the control of its doping
level.

4.8 H
 yperbolic media, negative refraction,
and perfect absorption
Heavily doped semiconductors are also the ideal building
blocks for so-called hyperbolic media thanks to the dielectric function tunability that they provide. Let us consider,
for example, a stacked multilayer of a doped semiconductor (behaving as a conductor) and an undoped semiconductor (behaving as an insulating dielectric material) with
their effective permittivity values ε|| parallel and ε⊥ perpendicular to the plane of the stacked films, which can be
calculated using the effective medium theory [266]. This
uniaxial material gives the following dispersion relation:
k2
ε

+

k⊥2 ω2
= ,
ε⊥ c 2

where k|| and k⊥ are the wavevectors of electromagnetic
waves propagating along or perpendicularly to the
layers. A detailed analysis of the permittivity values of
the stacked structure needs to consider that ε|| and ε⊥ can
be either positive or negative. If both of them are positive,
the isofrequency surface in the dispersion relation will be
a sphere (ε|| = ε⊥) or an ellipsoid (ε|| ≠ ε⊥). If both of them
are negative, we have a metal. The hyperbolic behavior
appears when ε|| and ε⊥ have opposite sign. If ε|| < 0, the
hyperbolic medium is type I, whereas if ε⊥ < 0 the hyperbolic medium is type II. Hyperbolic media are characterized by an extremely large local density of states and can
be exploited as negative refractive index materials. A representative example is demonstrated in Figure 19, where
a structure constituted of alternating doped InGaAs and
undoped AlInAs layers features an effective permittivity ε|| corresponding to a Drude-like behavior (metallic
response for wavelengths longer than 12 µm; blue curve),
whereas ε⊥ reproduces the typical response of ionic crystals (phononic-like Lorentzian line shape; red curve)
[268]. This system, therefore, features both a type I hyperbolic response (for wavelengths longer than 12 µm) and
a type II response (Figure 19A, yellow colored region).
This careful design of the stacking allows engineering
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the optical properties of the system and realizing a negative index material, with which negative refraction at IR
wavelengths can be achieved. Figure 19B demonstrates
the results of numerical simulations achieving negative refraction with the system described in Figure 19A,
whereas Figure 19C reports experimental results in which
a blade in the detection path is exploited to translate the
lateral beam displacement due to positive and negative
refraction into a change in the collected intensity [267].
Similar demonstrations have been achieved with
hyperbolic media based on Si-doped and undoped InAs
grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate [38]. However,
even simpler structures can demonstrate negative refraction properties. For example, perfect lensing is also possible with negative index materials [269]. To optically
resolve subdiffraction objects, the superlens effect can
be exploited with just a thin metal foil [270] thanks to the
excitation of SPPs on its surface. However, the use of noble
metals with their plasma frequencies in the UV range
strongly limits the application of this concept and heavily

Figure 19: Negative refraction with semiconductor hyperbolic
metamaterials.
(A) Calculated effective permittivities for a uniaxial hyperbolic
material. The inset shows the relative orientation of the permittivity,
the electric field vectors, and the layered structure. (B) Calculated
negative refraction map for a monochromatic transverse-magnetic
polarized Gaussian beam across an air-hyperbolic material
interface. (C) Experimental demonstration of negative refraction by
exploiting a blade along the detection path to translate the lateral
beam displacements at different wavelengths into a modulation of
the collected intensity [267]. Reprinted from [267] with permission,
Copyright 2007 Nature Materials.

Figure 20: Superlensing with semiconductor plasmonics.
(A) Sketch of the s-SNOM investigation of a GaAs superlens
illuminated by p-polarized free electron laser radiation. (B) Au
stripes (width 2 μm and spacing 10 μm) are imaged through a
400 nm undoped layer of GaAs or a three-layer system of doped
and undoped GaAs. Superlensing is demonstrated in the case of
the layered system [271]. Reprinted from [271] with permission,
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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doped semiconductors can be used to cover a larger spectral range. A thin n-doped GaAs layer was, for example,
employed to demonstrate superlensing in the mid-IR
range using a scattering-type scanning near-field optical
microscope illuminated by p-polarized free electron laser
radiation as sketched in Figure 20A. The scattered light
yields information about the local near-field at the upper
GaAs surface. Au stripes (width 2 μm and spacing 10 μm)
are imaged through a 400-nm-thick layer of undoped
GaAs (reference sample) or through a three-layered system
of doped and undoped GaAs (superlens sample) [271].
The experimental results in Figure 20B demonstrate that,
in the case of the 400 nm undoped GaAs, the Au stripes
image is blurred, whereas through the superlens system
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the stripes can be more clearly resolved. At λ = 20.4 μm,
the stripes are imaged with a λ/6 subwavelength spatial
resolution. This effect, which is mediated by the SPPs in
the Drude-Lorentz material (Figure 20A, red features), can
be adjusted spectrally by tuning the plasma frequency of
the doped semiconductor.
It should be noted here, however, that the description of the hyperbolic stacking in terms of homogeneous
dielectric constants, while being perfectly suited for the
analysis of far-field propagating waves, fails to correctly
describe the near fields of the system and the associated
local density of states as discussed and demonstrated
both theoretically [272] and experimentally [39]. Still,
thanks to their modes with high wavevectors, hyperbolic

Figure 21: Applications of hyperbolic metamaterials.
(A) Sketch of the perfect absorber based on doped InAs [274]. (B) Experimental (red) and simulated (FDTD; blue) reflectivity for TE and TM
illumination of the structure sketched in A, together with the experimental transmission (black), demonstrating perfect absorption of about
8 µm wavelength. (C) Schematics of the unit cell for a hyperbolic wire sandwiched between a metallic patch and a metallic substrate [275].
(D) Dispersion relation of the first three modes (m = 0, 1, 2) of the structure sketched in C as a function of the reduced frequency γ/λ, where
γ is the stack thickness, demonstrating a mode index up to about 40. The inset represents the modulus of the magnetic field associated
with the three lowest-order modes. (A and B) Reprinted from [274] with permission, Copyright 2014 American Physical Society. (C and D)
Reprinted from [275] with permission, Copyright 2017 American Physical Society.
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materials possess a naturally large effective index, which
can be exploited to design patch antennas. Patch antennas consist of a metallic patch deposited onto a dielectric
spacer and an underlying metallic mirror. This sustains a
gap plasmon that originates from a Fabry-Perot resonance
of the guided mode squeezed into the spacer. By tuning
the spacer thickness and the patch size, even perfect
absorption can be reached [273], as the metallic mirror
prevents any forward transmitted light while the patch
antenna cancels the reflected light by proper impedance
matching. The entire incident power is thus concentrated
into the gap and absorbed therein. Semiconductors offer
a particular versatility in the design of perfect absorbers.
This application of heavily doped semiconductors has
been first demonstrated by Law et al. with undoped and
Si-doped InAs grown on GaAs (see Figure 21A and B) [274].
It is also possible to extend the spectral range down to the
THz by increasing the antenna size [276] and broaden the
perfect absorption band using a variable patch size [277].
Smaali et al. suggested that the dielectric spacer in
patch antennas can be replaced by a hyperbolic material
to exploit its high refractive index value [275]. In this way, it
is possible to achieve an extremely small footprint (Figure
21C) thanks to the very large effective index (up to 40 as
demonstrated in Figure 21D) of the gap plasmon mode.
This structure thus presents the interest of a large surfaceto-volume ratio, which increases the active surface area for
sensing applications. By decreasing the spacing between
the patches, it is possible to exploit the funneling of the
electromagnetic wave via vertical nanoslits into the gap
plasmons within the spacer to obtain a universal design
and realize a tunable perfect absorber from IR to microwave
frequencies independently of the choice of the metals and
the dielectrics [278]. This geometry can also be adapted to
the THz range where, instead of exploiting nanoslits, it is
possible to photogenerate patches in a top undoped layer
to develop active THz plasmonic devices [279].

4.9 Intersubband plasmons
The last application that we want to present in this review
is the exploitation of intersubband plasmons. Intersubband excitations correspond to the electronic transition
between two successive electronic states confined in a
quantum well (Figure 22). Radiative transitions between
such levels become possible only if electrons are injected
electrically [215], optically [280], or chemically [281] into
the first subband. In a doped quantum well, the collective excitation of a 2DEG confined in the ground state of a
quantum well [282] gives rise to an intersubband plasmon
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Figure 22: Intersubband excitations in quantum wells.
Band diagram of a quantum well structure at 77 K as calculated with
a self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver at 0 V (A) and −3 V (B).
The square moduli of the relevant wave functions are plotted as blue
solid lines, whereas the Fermi energy is indicated by a red dashed
line. The inset sketches the geometry of the device used to perform
absorption measurements under the application of a gate voltage.
(C) Absorption spectra measured at 77 K for different gate voltages
[215]. Reprinted from [215] with permission, Copyright 2013 AIP
Publishing.

whose energy depends on both the plasma frequency and
the energy difference between two consecutive electronic
levels. When the quantum well thickness increases, a
multisubband plasmon appears because several subband
are occupied leading to several intersubband plasmons
that couple together through dipole-dipole Coulomb
interactions [281]. The vanishing contribution of electron
confinement when the quantum well thickness increases
leads progressively to the classical bulk plasmon in a
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semiconductor slab that is well described by the Drude
model [283].
Intersubband plasmons open the possibility to
develop agile devices, in which the energy of the resonances can be engineered by adjusting the quantum
well thickness and the carrier density. This allows covering the whole mid-IR range. The intersubband plasmons can be coupled to metasurfaces to improve the
light amplitude modulation [284, 285]. Additionally, the
carrier density can be adjusted by applying a voltage to
deplete or fill the quantum well [215]. Recently, intersubband plasmons demonstrated a nearly unitary emissivity with a structure consisting of GaInAs/AlInAS highly
doped quantum wells grown by metal-organic CVD on an
InP substrate. An electrical current is injected into the
quantum well, and in the edge configuration, the intersubband plasmons efficiently emit light [286]. This is the
consequence of the superradiance that occurs when a
dense collection of two-level emitters oscillate in phase
leading to an increase of the spontaneous emission rate
[287].

5 Outlook and perspectives
We have reviewed the recent advances related to a new
family of materials for plasmonics, namely conventional
semiconductors such as Si, Ge, and III–V alloys. This
recent field of research is at its infancy stage but benefits
from 50 years of research in semiconductor technology in
terms of growth techniques and technological processes.
The high degree of control over the material properties
and the related nanofabrication is a clear advantage for
the future development of devices and their technological
transfer.
The most advanced applications based on heavily
doped semiconductor plasmonics are related to active
devices and biosensing. Although the performance of
amplitude modulation and the enhancement factors
are still not optimized, many possible future paths have
already been envisaged. The modulation of the amplitude
of SPPs propagating along a waveguide can be improved
by increasing the interaction of the SPP with the lossy
material. In the case of biosensing, it is possible to address
more complex antenna geometries, lightning rod effects,
or gap plasmons to reach state-of-the-art enhancement
factors for SEIRA sensing. Along this road, the development of reliable techniques to achieve extremely high
levels of doping with low defectivity and full dopant activation is also a crucial step.
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Moving forward, semiconductor-based metamaterials
can boost further the current performance of plasmonic
devices. Thanks to the high accuracy of epitaxy techniques, heavily doped semiconductors are the best-suited
materials to exploit ENZ properties or create layered structures and realize hyperbolic materials in the THz and
mid-IR spectral range. The ultimate situation here is represented by the possibility to confine carriers in quantum
structures and reach an ultrastrong coupling between
intersubband transitions and bulk plasmons. Finally, the
ultrafast dynamic control at high frequencies of the plasmonic properties of heavily doped semiconductors can
be realized optically, although many limitations still exist
due to the required high fluences of the pump laser.
One can reasonably foresee a short-term technological
transfer of heavily doped semiconductor plasmonics for
active devices in the THz range because of the advanced
control on the carrier modulation that is achieved in
2DEGs. Integrated solutions for biosensing are probably
a longer-term vision. Even if efficient sources, detectors,
and plasmonic biosensors are already available in the
mid-IR range, further technological developments are
needed to combine all these individual building blocks
onto the same platform.
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